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" ~~EXE=IVE2 StJMi(Y

7his is the third of 12 qua•terly reports describing the programs and findings
from participation by the Walter Peed Army- Institute of lasearch (WRAIR) in
the Headquarters, Department of the Army (HOOA) New manning System (S) Field
Evaluation. This report contains a detailed OVEVIEW of current research
activities as well. as associated research findings. It also includes
APPENDICS that contain specific infocuation about various aspects of MMAM's
M Susan Dimnions Evaluation.

Mae following is a brief summary of the vaost imzportant issues raised in this
technical report.

1. Results from the analysis of the entire first wave of data (collected
between May and December 1985) show COOR soldiers and units faring better on
wooldier willo measures than nonCOMERT. For examnple, CONORT soldiers showed
higher vertical and horizontal cohesion than did no:nCO soldiers.
Meaningful interpretation of these differences ust await the collection and
analysis of succeeding waves of survey and interview data.

2. Xnfom•tic from WRAM's ; family research suggests that formal Family
Support Groups (ES0s) do not replace the need f=r stro: informal
-elationships arong unit families. The critical role of the ESG is to respond
to unit based issues (e.g., welcoming and orienting new unit family members,
prepar"MZ helping unit-family mebers to cope with lengthy husband-father
absenscs, preparing unit-family members for OaUS rotations). The critical
role of infomal mall-unit relationships is to provide the soldier and his
family with social support at times of individual crisis (e.g., birth of a
child, injury or death to a family member etc). Partz:,rtion in FsG should
be enuraged (as a way of building infocmal relationships) but individuals
should not be pressured to participate in these organizations.

3. MAMR has established a humain dimension research oversight panel chaired
by LT (PET) Walter F. Ulmer, USAh. .This group of distinguished military
officers, noncomissioned officers, and civilian scholars has revirwed WRAIR'x
initial research efforts. kcng their many czuents, the panel emphasized
that the value 'of military cohesion for effective combat operations rests on
historical experience, and need not be correlated with "mnsures of garrison or
training performance in order to command the continued attention of Army
leaders. The panel accepted as fact that military cohesion is an important
inhibitor of psychological breakdown in battle. They emphasized the
importance of this relationship above and beyord the scientific cmmunity's.
ability to demonstrate statistical relationships between cohesion and unit
training performance. "



OVERVIEW

1. Background

a. This is -the third WPAIR -quarterly report concerning research
activities in support of the H (ODPER-DAPE-PSS) Nw Manning System (NIMS)
Field "Evaluation. It covers W•AR research activities during the period 16
January through 15 April 1986.

b. This report is designed (1) to provide HOM (and other participating
agencies) with an update of WAI's current NtS ressarch activities; (2) to
raise issues that warrant discuss-on azng the agencies involved in ihe
overall evaluation; and (3) to forecast some of WMIR's future NMS research
activities.

2. Current Act ivities

A. Soldier Survey (Appendix A)

(1) The fir.t iteration of the "Soldier WilU" data collection has been
=Wleted and considerable data anaylsis has been accaplished. Th second
iterat.ion questionnaire has also been administered and data preparation is
underway. The initial analysis of the seond wave of data should be crupleted
by the end of the First Cuarter of FM7. The third iteration of the
questionnaire will be administered between May and Novate 1986.

(2) The overall response rate for the first iteration was 78.31. The
response rate for the second iteration was 71.0%. Both of these response
rates are the ratio of soldiers in the unit who took the survey to the number
of soldiers assigned to the unit. These respoe rates do not reflect thi
fact that there were units originally selected tc participate in this study,
which Wxr a variety of reasons never rceived one (or both) of the
questimmnire iterations. This loss of units reduces our ability to
generalize some of our findings.

(3) Based on the current analysis of the full first iteration data, the
fol1owing findings and future issue3z are of note:

(a) "Soldier will" can be measured. Results showed that "soldier will"
can be re•iably measured as:

-Company C&,bat Confidence
-Senior Ccmmand Confiidence
-Small-Unit Ccnmand Confidence
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-Concerned Leadership-
-Sense of Pride
-Unit Social Chimate
-Unit Teamw6rk

Seven attitudinal scales, corresponding to these concepts, were
"develcped. These scales showed good aeasurwent qjalities, i.e., internally
consistent and generally unidimensional. It is important to enphasize that
I .masuumvent issues including additional scale refinaents, will otinue to be
critical aspects of RXR4.'s RS research efforts.

(b) 'Soldier will" tells us saiethirg inprtant. Soldiers who reported
greater "mso er i n theiz units also rep=ted better life adjustment.
Thftm soldiers had greater life and Anuy satisfaction, experienced greater
personal well-being, less personal distress s lews r and nevusness that
interfered with work and required medication, end expressed sore willingness
to stay in their unit, to s•tay in the Army, and to re-enlist than those
soldiers who scored lcwer on "soldier will." Soldiers who reported higher
"soldier will' also had fewer number of AW&Ls, maber of days AWL, and
nonjudicial puanshments. "Soldier will' scales alst differentiated soldiers
by- unit strucb- (line vs. headqmrters), and by unit type (a=or, LnfantYT,
field artillery).

cc) OC1r soldiers and units fared better an "soldier will' than did
nMWOMOR. M soldiers consistently scýred higher on "i;ie ii;i"
did ;G9=_= soldiers. These differens were tfe samew even when personal,
unit and community characteristics were considezed (like age, rank, education,
marital status, type of combat auas unit, living arrangements, 0US/t1t0OS
deploy'ent). In addition, Cownr c:panies had gr-ater "soldier will" than
did noC RT companies (when data were aggregated by company). ihen C
units were broken down into four wore refined categories (i.e., Airbo=ue
COHORT, Light Infantry coHo1, ca-only trained 0SM' COHORT, and COLM units
in which personnel were only stabilized), greatest differences were between
the mUre general categories of COHRT and non(DHOIT. These differences did
not substantially change when line and headquarters companies were treated
separately.

1d) COHORT soldiers showed hioher vertical and horizontal cohesion than
did nonO. soldiers. T\o scales .were d•evelcped to measure vertical and
horizontal chesion. C soldiers reported both greater vertical and
horizontal cohesion than did nonCXOHWO soldiers. Soldiers in both COHORT and
nonCXMOR uhits who reported greater vertical cohesion also said that the
combat readiness of their fellow soldiers.. and their com-VPny was greater.
Horizontal cohesion was only related to soldiers' assessments of the combat,
readiness of their fellow soldiers.

(e) What Do Results Mean? Differences in "soldier will' were found
between COHOR and "nonCCHOIH soldiers and corpanies. Differences in "soldier
will" are not explained by systematic differences in personal characteristics
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(like age, race, education etc) between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers, as
these characteristics were considered in analyses. Both types of COHORT
units, ccnm-l, trained OSUT and personnel stabilized, were very similar in
"suldier will," and both had greater "soldier will" than that found in
norCHOM units. When ximarisons were made between coarable cot-tat arms
units across the t%.* COEME categories, ccantnly trained OSUT soldiers did, in
fact, hmve higher "soldier will" than did COHORT soldiers who were merely
stabilized. Personnel stabilized ODXECr soldiers still had greater "soldier
wiLl" than nonBM soldiers, despite the fact that the meam nuzber of months
in the unit was less for these OHORT soldiers than for nonCOHMC soldiers.

Several alternative hypotheses may explain why personnel stabilized
COIAT soldiers have greater "soldier will" than nonCa•OR2 soldiers: Ul)
Personnel stabilized C = soldiars way expect that they will stay together a
longer period of tim than nonCOHOKRr soldiers, increasing their commitment to
and involvemsnt with their fellow soldiers and leaders; (2) As a nwber of .a
labeled ODH=I unit, soldiers may receive greater attention and encouragen nt
to display cohesiveness; (3) Personnel stabilized CHOMM units my have been
cmaprised of soldiers with more positive attitudes and higher' cale
characteristic of soldiers just completing OSUTr; (4) Soldiers in personnel
stabilized CO8O• units may present themselves as more cohesivo because it is
axpected of CM=IO soldieLm; and (5) Personnel stabilized 0 units
represent just two battalions that may have had better than average -==and
c]lmates." These hypotheses will be tested as additional survey, interview,
and observational data ace collected and anallezed.

B. "Soldier Will" Survey Data with a Focus on Social
Climate (Appendix B).

(1) Bkgrnd. WMIR has begun a series of brief and straight-
forward data -- alyse with the intent of focusing intensively on selected
questions of interest. in interpreting results from these analyses, we
maintain that their military importance lies less with any single test of
statistical significance and rather with predictable and repeatable pattarns
within the data-

(2) C2 arinE "soldier will" scales. Since the sever "soldier will"
scales are constructed with different nurbers of survey itws, it is necessary
to convert them to a common metric before making cwqpaisons. We select a 0-
100 scale here, with 50 as the neutral breaking point between mean Positive
and mean negative assessments of "soldier wLU" on any particular scale.

(a) Overall results show. that :'soldier will" scale means cluster
around the neutral line, being neither very high nor very low. Howevor,.
confidence in leadership, whether at the company or senior ccmmand level',
averages out on the positive side. The perception that leaders ara interestid
in what soldiers think and feel produces a net negative score. Concerned
Leadership, our factor analytic apsroxi•nation of vertical integration, in Uact
has the lowest relative mean score of the seven scales (43.2), followed by
Unit Social Climate (47.1).
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(b) By limiting the analysis to the junior enlisted ranks, the means
for Company Coniiad Confidence, Senior Conrand Confidence, Sense of Pride, and
Unit Teamwork are lowered, but only Unit Teamwork falls below the neutral
line. Er E1-E4s in line companies, CMHORT soldiers have higher means than
nonCOMPZ soldiers on all seven scales, with the greatest differences found
with Unit Teaaworkr, Unit Socala Climate, Snall-Uni. Cc=zrd Confidence, and
Concerned Leadership. CM= soldiers score beneath the neutral line on two
of seven cales, ccapared to five of seven for nonCOWERr soldiers. On
Concerned Ladershi2 for nonO3ra soldiers, the mean score is closer to a low
average than a moderate or neutral average.

(3) 7Rcus on a single "sbldier will scale. Unit Social' Climate
(LSC) is selected for further anaaysis because of its -intuitive appeal via the

CC R versus nonCa80r classification. Specifically, it includes survey
ite directly addressing trust, closeness, social support, and scope of
interaction within the oqany, platoon, and squad. These are items normally
associated with horizontal group cohesion.

(a) Cnly Els report net positive levels of cohesion on Unit Social
Cimats, with a significant drop o=urring with E2s and again with U4s. The
samw pattern is noted for mis MW0E• and nonrME0r soldiers, although C03=Rr
soldiers bave higher starting points. Currently, we are nt sure what
everyday life experiences In the progression in rank from E2 to 4 contribute
to a perceived loss of cohesion.

(bW O= assignmnt has a small but significant negative impact on
reported cohesion levels. The atteniuation of CONS social ties, the
difficulty of establishing oneself socially in a foreign country, and the
expcsure of the soldier to a new A=V "wid" may account for this izact.

Wc) Smaller work group size, such as in armored units, allows for
m=re intensive social interaction, and therefore for higher levels of reported
cohesion. HO and coabat service support ccmpanies display lower: USC means
than line and c=mbat support compnies, possibly because the leadership and
task structure of )he latter may be clear-cut or delimited. Light infantry
and airborne units respond with relatively higher levels of USC, it is
hypothesized, because of their specialized or *elite" status with the Army.
Such .labeling, to the degree it is internalized, provides an additional source
of group identity.

(d) As observed earlier, COHOR soldiers reveal higher levels of
horizontal boMding than nonC0MVC soldiers. CHOI• identity itself, and the
expectations surrounding it, seaw to consistently translate to higher (less
negative) levels of perceived cohesion as measured by USC. However, caroo
OS•T-trainad soldiers, and not just MORT soldiers who are stabilized, have
highest USC. (Note: all conclusion-s regarding personnel in CDHOW stabiliZed
battalMns must be regarded with caution since only two such battalions are in
the first wave data base). Further analysis, concentrating an soldiers'
perceptions of =mxmn training and personnel stability levels, as well as
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utilizing both baseline and longitudinal data, must be carried out before any
trends can be accepted as conclusive.

(e) By limiting the Unit Social Climate analysis to line companies
only, no new findings were discovered, except that for armored u.Aiis the scale
moan now registered positive (over the heutral line). The remaining findings,
however, refer to El-E4s in line companies only.

(f) If we..array battalions with respect to USC means while
identifying battalion type, C(MI vs. nonCOWRT, and aMiSS vs. OCMUS
statuse slmultaneously, we find that these individual -effects are largely
additive. Thus, if we know a unit's type and its CWORC status and its
location, we can :rs correctly predict the unitEs level of perceived cesion
than if we only know one or twr of these unit qualities. In this first wave
of data the greatest difference on USC was found between armor-COWRK OS
soldiers (well above the neutral line) and field artillery-nonWR•OROMNUS
soldiers .(well below the neutral line). (There were no field artillery-
non(XH-=NUS respondents in the current data base).

(4) RelatinM tindinqs back to the survey 9uestions. The analytical
exercise is brought to a close by exam=ing how soldiers in the two extrae=
groups noted above answered two of the USC component questionnaire items. On
"People in this cany feel very close to each othar,3 44% of armored-COH -
CCNUS soldiers agreed or strongly agreed coared to just 12t ol field
artillery .OIOW CMM soldiers. Similarly, when asked to rate from very
low to very high theizr unit's togetherness cr how 'tight* memers of [their]
unit are," 53% of a"4 eCOHMW-Ct7 soldiers said high or very high versus
20% of field arti•.Iy-non O•R-CNUS soldiers. Nevertheless, on both
questions for both groups there was a tendency to avoid the extreme categories
and to choose the middle ones.

(5) The structure of this exercise and the corresponding graphs in
Appendix B will serve as a prototype for future analyses, both of the baseline
and longitudinal data.

C. Spouse Survey

(1) First iteraticn data collection has been completed (June 86) and
data analysis has been started. Second iteration data will be collected in
October and November (1986). At that time CCUS nonC0IO1R and the rotating
cc=;S (to COWES) cOO= spouses will be added to the NMS spouse study saoule.

(2) SAIR expects to publish initial information from the first
iteration spouse survey data in the next quartarly report.

(3) Analysis of data from an earlier ODhOR spouse study -is
continuing. An azticle on the relationship of military life stress and
marital stress with psychological well-being (across an extended period of a
COVH unit's lifecycle) is being prepared and will be released under a
separate cover.
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D. Battalion Rotation

(1) During this reporting period a team of WRAIR researchers has been
" collecting interview data in all the CC= rotating battalions (and their

nonCEtOR oap=isoc units). At the same time, a WRAIR staff mmber has been
conducting a more limited interview survey of groups of O=4MS wives with
husbands assigned to the battalions rotating from SARER to COt4S.

(2) Simlar interview data will also be collected after the summer
rotations in both 00cus and USAREU.

(3) WRAIRs first technical report in M(87 will be devoted to issues
associated with Battalion Rotation. This wi11 include information concerning
both unit (soldier) and family issues.-

E. Unit Interviews

(U) The. next series of unit interviews will take place during July
and August 1986 as part of WRIR's participation in the SOQDA Battalion
Rotation Asessment Visits (currently being coordinated by HOOP). These
interviews will include a sampling of cadre and soldiers from all of the
rotating battalions, and they will focus on rotation issues.

(2) Beginnig in October 1986 URAu scientists will begin another
series of limited soldier-cadre interviews with all the COI and nonCOHRE
battalions paricipating in the " evaluation. These interviews are designed
to enhance our understanding of the longitudinal effects of the COWEoT
experience as well as any imact of the battalion rotation experience.

P. 7th Infantry Dvision (Might)

(1) Data collection and analysis of the development of the 7th 10(L)
continues. In addition, planning is underway for an assessment of unit
reconstitution as part of, the division certification exercise that will be
conducted this summer.

(2) Considerable information has already been collected concerning
family issues related to the development and operation of the ID(L) (Appendix
C). In Summary.-

(a) .Through the first year in the life cycle of COM8Dr combat arms
units, many enlisted families continue to experience adjustmen problems.
Heavy field training dCuands and unpredictable garrisom duty hours impact
adversely on family life and conjugal cohesion. Newly established households
often experience severe financial strain and high rates of residential
mobility during the first year at Ft. Ord. in each battalion a cluster of
family members arrives with the cadre, followed by a similar surge of families
arriving with their first-term COHORT husl.anid. However, many family members
# trickle in' during the following twelve months. About half the first-term
spouses are newlyweds. As wives and young children of COWRV soldiers add to
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the nmebers of COHORr unit family menters during the first year, marital
separations subtract members.

(b) Well-organized unit communications to most family mebers by
cany and battalion Family Support Groups (FSG) and various pr&-deployment
briefings assist in providing essential information for family well-being.
Unit leaders' wives are active in Family Support Groups and bond quite closely
actws ranks. However, mlisted spouse participation in Family Support GrOup
efforts is minimal. -Rumor control is an impotant systms need. Many first-
teo wives experience periods of intense psychoý- ial isolation. Sam lack
useful social coping skills. Few havo close social bonds with spouses frao
their husb•nd's unit. The key sources of inter-family social support• tend to
be through informally developed friendships based on neighborhood, child-care,
womn's work, and other ebi-military affiliations.

(c) Spousal participation in Family Support Groups is limited by
socio-psychologic.lr factors such as husband and wife avoidance of inter-rank
'fraternization', status and class differences between households, and the
lack of shared awareness among unit spouses on modes of family adaptation and
individual adjustment to the Light Infantry way of life. Major sources of
family-unit information flow that help alleviate family stres are welcorixg
activities, famtly briefings, EW telephone tres and ESG-unit family
newsletters and flyers, as well as word-of-mouth covnication.

(d) It is important to recognize that many of the issues and
experiences cited here ar not unique to the 7th WD(L) and Fort Ord. Rather.,
they are Army-wide concerns and experiences. It should also be noted that
Fort Ord probably has one of the Army's most develqped atmzvd-wide FSG
efforts.

G. WtAI *'Research Oversight ftnelo

(l) WAJR has esta~llshed a :-1van dnvrnsion rese.Arch oversight
panel. This group rost toi the first time during the period 26-28 March
1986. The panel consists of distinguished military efficers and civilian
scholars. LTG Walter F. Ulmer, USA (RET), chairs the panel which consists of
LTG Julius W. Becton, MSA (RET), MG William S. Augerson, USA (BET), COL
Michael Plummer, USA, SGM TMrAs Ryan, USA (PET), CSM Walter Stock, USA (RET),
Professor Charles lokos, •Northwestern University), Professor David Segal,
(University of Maryland), and Dr. T. Owen Jacobs (Arm=- esearch Institute).

(2) The purpose or the panel is to provide a continual impartial
review of WRAIR's human dimensions research efforts, and Lo provide expert
critique. Specifically, the tasks of the panel are: to review the " work to.
date, to question assumptions, to call attention to unexplored reearch
possibilities, and to suggest policy implications to the HODA DCSPER, tIr
Robert Elton, who met with the panpl during the last session.

(3) The panel offered the following observations and critique during
its first meeting.

8



(a) The WRhIR evaluation plan is unbiased and is as likely to reveal
negative aspects of the NMS as positive features.

(b) The evaluation plan has the potential of not only speaking to
what dues and does not work, but how and whrl as well.

(c) Measures of unit rather than agregated individual perfonmance
would enhance the utility of the current "soldier will" survey, and effors
should be directed to using National Training Center data to this end.
However, the panel mbrs felt very strongly that the vaUz. of military
cohesion for effective cwbat operations rests on historical experience, and
need not be correlated with nwasuzes of garrison perfocmance to comand
continuing attention at the highest levels of the Army. The panel accepted as
fact that military cohesion is an important inhibitor -of rwsychological
breakdown in battle. They mephasized the importance of this relationship
above and beyond the research comunity's ability to demnstrate relationships
between cohesico and unit training performance.

(d) Sharp disagreement continues within the Army as to either the
desirability or feasibility of greater tamily-unit involvnernt. The primary
role of the W research effort may not be so awch in reporting new data and
insights, but rather in dec:ribing the variety of different sets of

assm~tonsregarding unit-family rela ---sip and waking these assurrption
explicit so that their consequences can be known.

(e) Sharp disag-eemnt also continues within the Army as to whether
maccess of either the NMS or the new light infantry divisions nay be at the
expense of the non-=rOZ, conventionally orVganized Aromy. Persennel policies
that either intentionally or unintentionally favor som units over others (or
even =sate. a perception of favoritism) are resented and will cloud any
conclsions based on the evaluation. Again, a task for WRM vay be to
develop concepts and analyses which make assumptions &-4 their consequences
explicit rather than implicit.

3. WIR has no administrative or technical issues for inter-agency'
discussion at this time. Of note, WRAZR staff members have had extensive
-,eetings with representatives of the Army Research Institute (ARI) concerning
our future � research activities and we expect to continue th* development
o& a collaborative relationship between WRAIR and AIM concerning the many
izportant issues emerging from the rMS research.

4. Future Research Activlties

In support of the HOA DM;PERs interest in "war time= applicatiots o.
Coof principles, and in conjunction with WRAIR's combat psychiatry mission,
this Department will participate in a HOA sponsored evaluation of OHOR"
reýplacmment duhng a combat training exercise. Planning for this evaluation
is underway. The exercise is scheduled to take pLace this summrs and will
involve newly graduatec OiR trained C0WRI soldiers used as replacweents for
a line unit engaged in a combat training exercise.
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5. ThIs overview war prepared by LTC Jawes A. Matin, Ph.D., MSC, ;RAIR POC
for all NMS research. LTC Martin (and his alternate LTC Ingraham) can be
contacted via comiercial phone (301) 427-5210/5360 or Autovon 291-5261/5312.
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Sunmary of Results of First Iteration "Soliier Will" Survey Data

Recearch Objectives

The U.S. AM is attempting to incxease combat readiness through a series
of initiatives knemn as the New Manning System (WS). The bM involves
"chvnges in the structure, training, and deployment oC *cbat unLt. Thes"
changes ar exp*ted to alter the soldier's will to fight and his ability to
survi- e &a stresw of oombat (collectively Jc•wn as "soldie.r vil• ). The
research objectives.of this report of results obtained fr=u the Soldier Will
Suirfy-were- (l) to develop nmasur• of "soldier will;" and (2) to compar
CUM and nonCOH= soldiers on these u.wres.

Sample agStg, ion

Ie sample, waot omjrised of 93 czvanies (N - 8,869), S7 ••RC conpanies
(N - 5,848) and 36 vOM1T• coapanies (N - 3,021). Of the 57 COWRT
companies, 10 were headquarters copanies and 45 were lIn comanies. The
remining tw OOH= ccapanies were conbat service support or combat support
companies. Of the 36 nonOODO31, 6 were headquarters companke. Types of
ounbat azms units represented in the 77 line companies were airborne, light
infantry, mpwoanized infantry, armored, and field artillery. 73.3%
(8,931/4,395) of the soldiers tn the 93 compmnies woe surveyed.

Sguaa of Findin, .,

"Soldier will* can b3m easured. sulNts showed that "soldler wiVl" can
be r•eil¥iy as:

1. CMW Combat Confidence
2. Sonior Cou•d Con idenco
3. Snall-Unit Coruand Confidence
4. ConcArned Leadership
S. Sense of Pride
6. Unit Social Climate
7. U•it Teamwork

Sevun attitudinal scales, corresponding to these concepts, were
dweloped. The scales showed "good" measurement characteristics (i.e.,
intermlly consztent and generally unidimensional).

"Soldier will" tedls us somethinM brortant. Soldiers who reported
greater 'Osoldiar will" in ther nits also rcpo•ted better life adjustment.
These soldiers also had greater life "nd A&wy satisfaction, expar-erxed
greater personal well-being, less persopal distress, less worry and.
nervousness that Interfered with work and required medication, and expressed
nr% willingnes to stay in their unit, stay in the Army, and re-enlist than
those soldiers who scored lower on =soldier will." Soldiers who reported
greater 'soldier will" also had fewer number of AXLQs, number of days AWOL,
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and nonjudicial punishments. Soldiers frcm mfore interactive intensive units,
"such as lire cw•anies and armor units, had higher *soldier wil* than
soldi•rs from less interactive intensive units, such as headquarters =qpanies
and other combat arms units.

COiM r soldiers and units fared better on *soldier will" than did
n=CMBTIO3. COHO5C soldiers scoe~d higher on "soldier ;wil than di rcnCDH=F
sOlMex. These differences were the same e*%n when perswoa, unit, and
cmmmunity "characteristics were considered (such as age, rank, education,
marital status, type f mbat atms unit, living arrangm.s, S/ S

deloumt). In addition, when data were aggregated by comanyo, 008=
- •a had hiogr "soldier will" than did nor3C)JOr companies. Mhen =
units were brckqn dwn into four, more refined categories (i.e., Aliborne
an , Light infAntry mwn, =t, co=only-trained osur b1IOR, and c== units
in which only personnel were stabilized), greatest differences were between
the more general categories of (OXWFR and r'nahOWR0. These differences did
not substantially change when line and headquarters omanies were treated*
separately.

OCR= soldiers shoed hicher vertical and horizontal cohesion than did
nonC(OHIC soldiers. Two scale were developed to meas.re vertical
horizontal cohesioL. M soldiers-reported both greater vertical and
horizontal cohesicn than did nonCOW1r soldiets. Soldiers in both CCU= and
non== units who reported greate vertical cohesion also said the combat
readiness of their fellow soldiers and their campany was greater. Frizontial
cohesion was only rel•ted to soldiers' assessments of the combat readiness of
their fellow oldiers.

Miat Do esults Mean?

Differences In *soldier will" were found between CORM and rMnnD1=
soldiew and c€panies. Differences in "soldier will" are not explained by
systematic differences in personal characteristics between CDU= and
noCOHlC soldiers, as these characteristics were considered in analyses.
Both types of 0O:WR? units, mrmonly trained CUT and personnel stAbilized,
were very simila in "soldier will," and both had greater "soldier will" than
that found in nonCOHMO units. When ourparisons were made between corparable
combat arms units across the two COWVr categories, cos==nly CSW trained
soldiers did, in fact, have higher "soldier will" than did personnel
stabilized COWI soldiers. Personnel stabilized COH soldiers still had
greater "soldier will" than nonWEIO0 soldiers, despite the fact that mean
number of months in the unit was less for these COB= soldiers than for
ronCOHO)Rr soldiers.

Several tentative explanations are offered to explain why personnel.
"stabilized CDMXW soldiers have greater "soldier will" than nbrnIOWR
soldiers: (1) Personnel stabilized CQ*()r soldiers expect that they will sfhy
together a longer period of time than nonCCHO~I soldiers, increasing their
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ccIMilnent to and involvement with their fellow soldiers and leaders; (2) s
a member of a labeled COHORr unit, soldiers receive geater attentionAencouragement to display cohesiveness; (3) Personnel 

andecolftlprise_ of more recent arrivals than no stabilizad . s uniestypically have more Positive attitudes a n highe mOrae tese soldiers
•zlnne s~bii==a•=•_ _,•ttuds nd. higher mor~ale; (4) SoldiesiPeraonne- stabilized C8OH units Present th•m-elves as more Ohe.sive becauseit is expOctGd of CWcIM soldiers; and (5) Personnel stabilized CO8ra units

Were climat_ a j two battalins .that aay have higher than average""oumnd cte.- explanations are tentative, and factors that affectsoldier ... in win..beocm more clear when additional w. .. trt anObservationial data are C1Leted and analyzed.a



The Measurement of *Soldier Will,"
Horizontal Cohesion, and Vertical Cohesion, and

Their Relationship to Training Performance and Unit Replacement System

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: (1) to describe the status of
questionnaire administration, data processing,, and analyses of first, second,
and third iteration questionzire data; and (2) to report major findings of
the first iteration 4estionnaire data.

Rpdate on Adinistrative Asects of the Sue

Ouestionnaire Administraticyn,- Questionnaire Data
,,cs,•q, and gnyes

Table 1 sumarixes the first, second, and third iteration questionnaire
administration dates for the units under study. The first two pages show the
battalions under study, and the ramainin three pages the independent
c manies (not organized within a CHD= or a cxxparison nonHOVr battalion).

Of the nineteen battalions under study, two did not receive first
iteration questionnaires be=ause of schedulinig problem or late receipt of
questionnaires. Thre battalions did not receive second iteration
questionnaires, two because of scheduling problems and the other because a
"new' unit was substituted for an "old" unit participating in the Now flannin
System Field Evaluatia6

Of the 38 independent cmanies, 16 companies received the first
iteration questionnaire so that data could be included in the first iteration
questionnaire data base. Of the rmmning 22 cmpanies not included in the
first iteration data base, seven ccimpanies never received first iteration
Questionnaires due to either scheduling problems, not having recved
questionnaires, or not having, received USARER clearance. Data obtained from
the remaining 15 companies were cleaned, keypunched, and verified. These data
will be included in the first iteration data base when first and second
iteration data are compared (early Fall 1986).

Looking at second iteration questionnaire administration dates, seven
companies did not receive questionnaires because..of either scheduling
problem, problems with USAREUR clearance, or unit rotation. Four ccmpanies
were disestablished before second iteration questionnaires could be
administered.

Analyses of second iteration questionnaire data will begin in mid- to
late-July 1986. In the meantime, questionnaires will be cleaned and
keypunched. The. resultant data base will be checked for invalid data entrti..

Third iteration questionnaire administration dates have been established



and are reported in the far righthand column of Table 1. The third iteration
questionnaire will be administered beginning in June 1986 and continuing
through November 1986.

fespons Rates

The overall response rate for the first iteration questionnaire
administration (ratio of soldiers in the company who took the survey to number
of soldiers assigned to the unit) was 78.31 (8,931/11,395). Table 2 reports
response rates by unit status (CDH=3RZ and non==) and rank category. Table
2 represents response rates for only 42 of the 93 companies in the first
iteration data base; 51 ccuaanies did not report response rate by rank.

The overall rsponse rate for units participatLng in the second iteration

was 71% (8,072/11,373).

Third Iteration Questionnaire

The questionnaire to be used in the third iteration -administration is
being printed by Soldier Support Center and will be fielded srmetiue in May,
1986. Since there were relatively few problem in field-testing the second
iteration questionnaire, this inutruent served as the basis for the third
iteration questionnaire with a few questions added relating to battalion
identification, buddy relationships, and battalion rotation.

Report of ,Aalyses from First Iteration •uestionnaire Data

Table 3 summarizes the number of cotpanies and soldiers represented in
the first iteration questionnaire data used for the analyses. Units not
included in this data base are described in Table I for reasons summarized
above, in addition to reasons summarized in the second technical report
(WRAIR's. New "Mannir• Svstem Field Evaluation, Technical Report No. 2,
"'Soldier Will:' Status Report," March, 1986). (Appendix 1, Tables 1-5
summarize demographic -characteristics of respondents.) Althouh significant
differences in sociodemographic characteristics were found between C0OWR and
nonC1=R• soldiers,* NCOs, and officers, most differences were attributable to
the large sample size (yielding a very small error term in the dencminator).
The only substantive differences were between C1H= and nonCXRO Eft4s and
below: For example, there were proportionally more married soldiers and
soldiers living off-post in nonCOHOlV than in COM0TI units.

Replication of Scale Construction

one analysis aim for the entire. f irst iteration of questionnaire data was
to define th6se' social and psychological factors cxp•rising a Wait's combat
readiness. operationally, this was carried out by examining whether the
scales that were constructed using data obtained Ercm the first 27 companies
(WRAIR's New Manning System Technical Report No. 1, Chapter 5, "The

Measurement of 'Soldier Will,."' Novembei, 1985) were evident in the larger
data base.
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Factor analytic procedures used here %ere identical to those outlined in
the first technical report. Results fr=n the larger data base were remarkably
si•ilar to those obtained from the initial 27 companies. (Appendix 1, Tables
6-21 report Lmadlts of reliability and factor analyses of the scales.) Againi,
"soldier will" was best r:epresented by seven scales: "Company Combat
Coinfidence," "Senior Command Confidence," "Sall•U1nit Cammand Confidence,"
"Cojncerned Leadership," "Sense of Pride,' "Unit Social Climate," and "Unit
Teaswork." Mw scales showed a high degree of internal consistency. Scales
that represented onW dlmensin or factor wer.: Setdor CmMand Confidence,
Sense of Pride, and Unit Teamwork. Scale that showed the presence of vore
than ame factor were: Company Ccambat Conience, malU-*nit~ Command
Confidence, Concerned Leadership, W-d Unit Social Climate. Ccman Combat
Confidence =%sisted of three factors: general combat confidence, confidence
in wspCoyt, and confidence in oneself. Smal,-Unit Cwwand confidence was
represented by three factors in whom soldiers had confidence: squad/platoon
leaders, officers, and crew mmbers/self. Concerned Leadership nxsisted of
two factors: concern for the soldier's welfare and personal contact with
leaders. Unit Social Climate was ccmirised of three factors: trust and
caring anong soldiers, availability of instrumental. support, and friendships
among soldiers.

Mhe 4 soldisr will" scales identified above also showed a great degree of
concurrent validity. Mýey were related to reliable and valid measures of the
soldier's general life and Army satisfaction. Soldiers vho xeported higher
levels of "soldier will" aim reported greater person l wel-being life and
Armyf satisfaction, support for spouse, and greater psychological sense of
=MmnLty (see Apcndx 1,, Table 22). In addition, soldiers who reported
greater 'soldier will' wrked fewer hours per day, days pet week, and weekends
per month, had nor time to take vare of personal and family needs, reported
seeing a doctor less often, and did not report nervousness and worry that
interfered with work or required medication (see Appendix I, Table 23).
Soldiers who wanted to stay in their unit, stay in the Army, and re-enlist
also reported higher levels of "soldier will."

The "soldier will" scales were riso significantly related to traditional
veaaures of unit discipline. Soldiezs who went AWOL, spent more days AU0L, or
had more nonjudicial punishments, all reported lower levels of "soldier will"
(see Appendix I, Table 24).

Differences in 'Soldier Will" between
COHORT and r=nXWP Soldiers

TndividuWal(soldier)-level ccfoarisons'. Ccmparisons were made between
CHONR and nonCrHPFZ -soldiers on "soldier will" szales as well as'on other
relevant scales, such as general well-being, life and Army satisfactioni
spousal support, and sense of cmmunity. Separate p were made fbr
respondents in line and headquarters companies (Appendix 1. Tables 25 and 26,
respectively), and for only M4s and below (Appendix I, Tables 27 and 28,
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respectively). Differences in "soldier will" between 0OHORT aid nonOHfORr
soldiers for headqu3rters corpanies paralleled those differences for line
companies. The exceptions were on the Company cmbat Confidence and Small-
Unit Camnand Confidence Scales where differences between CCfORT and nonCOHORT
soldiers observed In line covnpanies were smaller in headquarters azpanies.
Limiting cozparisons to E4s and below did not appreciably change the nature of
previously noted differences between COHORT and nonCr RT soldiers.

lIan comparisons on 'soldier will" were made with more detailed
operational definitibns of unit staus (COHORT vs. nonooi0r) These
inclxded: (1) Airborne COHORT; (2) Light Infantry COHOR; (3) COHORT in which
soldiers have ome n OSUT-training (yet not Airborne or Light Infantry) (4)
C0OM units in which personnel are sta4ilized (but did not have omauc OSUT
tranji~ng); (5) nonCOHOR Airborne; and (6) all other nonCXH1~' units (see
Appendix T, column headings in Table 29). Two groups of units reliably and
sustantively differed when coqmarng the odering of means on each of the
"soldier will" scales. Units typically scoring highest across all "soldier
will" masures were: Airborne COHORT, Light Infantry COHORT, commnly-trained
CSr COHORT, and COXXP units in which personnel were stabilized. Units
typically scoring lowest across the scales were: nonCUHOR' Airborne and all
othar nonODH3Rt units. (Eor a more detailed analysis, see Appendix I, Table
30 in uhich pairwise canariLons on *soldier vill* scales for the different
conbinaticns of COHORT categories are shown.) Variances on each *soldier
will" scale were smilar across the COMM categories.

Hierarchical multiple regressions were performed to detect differences
between MWIRT and nonKraE units while holding personal, unit, and zmzunity
characteristica, such as the soldier's age, race, education, marital status,
type of unit, depLoyhont to Europe,~ and living arrangements, constant (see
Appendix 1, Tables 31-32). Results showed that COHORT soldiers in line
comtanies scored significantly higher than norK=Rr soldiers on all "soldier
will" scales and that COHORT status accounted for the greatest amu~nt of.
variance on four of seven scales. On the rwamning three scales (Small-Unit
Cmnad Confidence, Sense of Pride, and Unit Social Climate), CBOR1 status
accounted for the greatest amount of variance in "soldier will" after rank or
agv,, In headquarters ctanies, COHOR soldiers scored higher than nonCOHORr
soldiers on six of seven "soldiar will" scales. However, the proportion of
varianca accounted for by COHORT status (in predicting the "soldier will"
scale score) waa dramatically lower than that observed in the line
companies. In fact, only on the Unit Teamwork scale did COHOR approach the
a&ount of explained variance observed in line coioanies.

Unit-level 2o2mirisons. In previous analyses, measurements taken on
individual soldiers were used to derive means for COHOIR and nonCOMIRT
groups. In the next series of analyses, measurements taken on individual
soldiers were aggregated by company, and then, means on the "soldier will"
scales were derived. The mean of cany means for COHORT and nonCOMPO units
were compared.
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Line companies were first ranked f rm highest to lowest on each of the
seven "soldier w1ll" scales. On all seven "soldier willV, scales, unit status
was significantly related to the arrangem.nt of mean cmpany scale scores.
That is, on the whole, CM0 ccpanies had higher mean scores than did
nonC(HORe coaiues (see AppendLx 1, Tables 33-39). A similar result was
found for headquarters companies. On four of seven "soldier will' scales
(Smal--UJnit Ccmmand Confidence, Concerned YeadarshLp. Unit Social Climate, and
Unit Teamwork), unit status was significantly correlated with the rank-
ordering of comipany mans, with COS comp~anies reporting higher score on
"*soldier vil masurw than nOnM c•mpani•s (see Appendx It, Tables 40-
46).

Mean "soldier will* scale scores f=r different operational definitions of
COS= within line companies ware oamred. These definitions ware again:
(1) Airborne CO :; (2) Light infantry CoW ; (3) O=W units in which
soldiers had c=,rn OS-training; (4) C(M= units In which persoe1 are
stabilized withut having the benefit of c=mon csuT trainLrg; (5) r=CMRV
Airborne; and (6) all other nOn = (see Apendix 1, Table 47). As observed
when data ware run an the individual soldier level (see above), two goups
reliably and substantively differed when s of the ovdaring of wans
on each of the soldiers w mad e. Units typically scoring highest acrMs all
"soldier will" masuxes were: "Ud.bo COW ., Light Infantry CDEP.
czmcnly-trained =T CX•W, and O units in which pe ,nnel were
=tabil.red. Units typiLcaly s. cltV lowest aross the scales ware: nOH=
"Airborne and all other t==B= units. (For a more detailed analysis. see
Appendix Xv Table 48 in which paixwise ax~dsn n ""!oldier will" scales
for the different categories of COr are disUplayed.) Variance were
substantively the s•m acss the 0== catWories on.each "soldier will"
scale.

soldier Perceotion of the Commson Exizerience of Basic and
Advanced Individual Traininc (AIT) and Unit Personnel Turnover

In our investigations, it was apparent that units differed greatly in
ter•s of the way in which CEIOMM was operationalized in the field. Wherea-;
soime CCWO units were forned with soldiers who had been through Basic and AXT
togetlwr, others had only their unit pers~o l stabilized. D 0rT
battalions were o=mprised of both types of COHM units. To ref ine and
validate the different operational definitions of OOWRr vis-a-vis another
standard, the relationships of both soldier pe-ception of the number of
soldiers in the comany who had gone through Basic and AXT together, and the
runber of soldiers, NC~s, and officers who had newly joined the copanl to
unit status, either COORT or nonC40OWr, were examined.

Soldiers were asked two questions relating to t2eir perception of how
many soldiers in their company went thiough Basic and Arr together. These
ratings were summed, and means were calculated for each company. Carpazies
were then arrayed frcm highest to lowest on this variable. For both line and
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headquarters cumpanies, COHORT soldiers reported having gone throgh Basic and
AZT with more members of their company than did nonCOHO~ R soldiers (see
Appendix 1, Table 49 and 50). However, when companies were arrayed by a score
obtained from suming responses given to questions asking about personnel
turnover, no relationship was found between unit type (CoeoRr vs. nonaXH )
and perceLved personnel turnover in line companies (see Appendix 1, Table
5;). In addition, contrary to expectation, COHORT headquarter- companies had
higher perceived personnel turnover than did norCOM coqpanies (awe Appendix
I, Table 52). A posible explanation of these seemingly contradictory results
between the unit personnel turnover questions and the Basic apd A=? questions
is that a COHORT soldier, having just arrived as part of a new unit-in nost
cases, as part of an intact group assembled eight weeks previously-views
himself and others as new personnel. In other words, despite having gone
through Basic and AIT together, soldiers view themselves as new personnel. A
confound of thesse results is the higher turnover amng off icers and NC~ than
first-termers in COH01C units.

Relationship of Training Performance to "Soldier Will.
ad to Unit Status (COHORT vs. .nonCfl• X)

Deta on training p•-fo=ance were collected and rep6rted to WRAIR by the.
TRAN Combined A=m Testing Activity. (See WRAIR's New Main System Field
Avaluatio, Tectwdcatl ?g0o No. 2e "'Soldier Will-' Status Beport," March,
1986, for a sci~ptibof dts data base and the methodS of reporting results
to WAfLT.) Phelationships between the percent: of copany personnel passing in
each marksmanship category (expert, sharpsooter, and marksman) and "soldier
will" measures were examined for all units in the sample, in addition to
examining these correlations for aMH= units and nonzORH ' units
separately. When campanies were pooled, no substantive trend was observed in
relationships between "soldier will" and percent passing as experts,
sharpshooters, and marksman. Hoever, when ompanies were separated into
COHXX and ton0OHORr and correlations between "soldier will" and percent
passing in each marksmanship category were calculated, a oonsistent pattern

In the expert category, correlations became vore positive when going from
the COHORT to nonC0O0E2 companies. In both the sharpshooter and marksman
categories, an pposite trend was observed: Correlations beca mre negative
when going from CON= to nonCrCH (see Appendix I, Tables 53-55). The sam
general pattern of results was found for headquarters cam-nies, though the
shift in relationships between "soldier will" and markmnnship going from
(COR to nor•xC Rr units occurred only in the lowest performance category,
i.e., marksman (see Appendix I, tables 56-58). This pattern of results was
observed in the initial 27 companies and was reported in the second technical
repoft-

These results suggest that the effects of COHORT are aore beneficial for
middle- to low-level performers rather than for highK-level performers.
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Sterlinq (1986) provided an interesting interpretation of these results. He
explained that in highly coheciva units, soldiers do not want to be
"differento (that is, deviate from the grol norm) and labeled as an expert or

priza-donnax. Rather, the stronger the morale and cohesion in a unit, the
les desire the soldier has to deviate frcm the group status quo by qualifying
as an expert. Likewise, the soldier does not want tm stand out as a poor
performer, shooting so poorly that the soldier fails to qualify. Hence, in
units of hMghei cohesion, soldiers are more likely to achieve a. respectable
standard of pfo n, namely marksman.

Florizontal and Vertical Cohesion Measurets (Chopper, Griffith, and Vaitkus)

A recurent issue in the military psychology literature and at the
meetings of the MRAM Research Oversight Panel has been the cemparative nature
of .-rlationships wng soldiers (ocmonly called "horoa l bor4drC*) vqrsus
relationships between soldiers and their platoon/ccmpa: leaders C(cwnly
called "vertical bonding]). These dizensions of cohesion were not readily
apparnt in the factor analyses of responses given to scale items. Bowever,
since these two concepts are recognized by military leaders and researchers as
Important in predicting a unit's cbat taadinezs and comat peroZmarace, two
measures tapping each concept %ere developed.

Scale items were chosen frca the first iteration questionnaire instrumant
by two grous of Ph.D.-level resear-chers with experience in minlitary
psycholcgy. Scale items -,re chosen to tap aspects of horzontal and vertical
bonding or cohesion. I overlap between the items csen was considerable,
88% overall (7 of 8 horizontal cohesion items were the same for both groups,
and 15 of 17 vertical cohesion itm wee identically chosen.) (The terms,
Speer cohesion" and 'hierarchical cohesion, are used interchangeably in hWe
tabl=s for "horizntal cohesion" and =vertical cohesion," raspectively.)
fleliabi.lity and factor analyses were perto.o=d on ites czrising each
scale. Tables 4-5 report the results of the reliability analyses, and Tables
6-7 show results of the factor analyses. Bo&h scales had high internal
crasiLstency (for horizontal and vertical cohesion scales, .83 and .88,
respectively) and modarately high item-total correlations, ranging f== .36 Wo
.67 on the horizontal cohesion scale, and frm .26 to .69 on the vertical
cohesion scale.

Horizontal cohesion was comprised of two factors: caring a soldiers
and provision of instrimwntral support. Although four factors emerged from the
vertical cohesion scale, vertical cohesion probably is best represented by
th.ree factors: leadar caring for the soldiers, r= involvement with soldiers,
and officer involvement with soldiers.

Soldiers who reported greater horizontal and vertical cohesion also
reported greater "soldier will," psychological well-being, life and Axmy
satisfaction, spouse support, and psychological sense of community (see Table
8).
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Mean •omparisons of horizontal and vertical cohesion were made between
074= and nonCOVI0 soldiers. In addition, the correlations between
horizontal cohesion and vertical cohesion were calculated for COWR0 and
non(MIC soldiers. Three operational definitions of COHORT are represented
in Table 9: (1) all ine coanies named COMM01; (2) all line coanies that
were COWED CWEMZS; and (3) Line comcpanies that were C in which soldiers
had conn O=ST trzining. The latter two operational definitions of C0OERV
were used because insufficient tine had passed for the expected cohesion
effects of C t bect apparent. (In fact, the mean number of months a
soldier had spent in th unit was higher for ncnCn(Xfr than for COM units
in the ample.) The greatest effects of Me= on cohesion would be expectad
in units that had the , experiewce of Basic and ALT. OC COflM
comepwnes were operationalized by unit stabilization, rather than by common
CS3r training. Another way to ascertain the effects of COWB) on cohesion was
to examine COMM WbUS units vis-a-vis non(X1ORr units.

Tables 9, 10, and 11 display means and standard deviations of horizontal
and vertical cohesion scales, and correlations between these scales for CHOMEr
and r~nCCR1r soldiers. Pegardless of the operational definition of CXHOJr,
COmRr soldiers reported higher levels of both horizontal and vertical
cohesion. Mwe relationship between the two measures did not differ
subetantially between 0XVRP and noV1E units.

To ascertain relationships between horizrntal oohesion, vertical
cohesion, and combat readiness, scores obtained on horizontal and vertical
cohesion were used to predict the soldiers' perception of ombat readiness of
their coapany and of their comrades (see Table 12). Regardless of unit status
(COFEW vs. ncrnM), vertical cohesion was a significant predictor of "both
soldier perception of the combat readiness of the company and that of fellow
soldiers: The greater the vertical cohesion, tho greater the soldiers'
perception of combat readiness of both the company and that of their
fellows. Borizontal cohesion was a significant predictor of fellow soldiers'
combat readiness in all units (both OMW and nonC==) but only a
significant predictor of company combat readiness in CXO8R WNW units (which
were largely com rised of soldiers who had gone through Basic and AlT
together). In summry, the greater the vertical cohesion, the greater the
soldier's perception that the ompany is combat-ready, and this relationship
held regardless of unit status (C(OK= or nonOORHO ). Cn the other hande
horizontal ohiesion was only predictive of perceived combat readiness among
follow soldiers, except in C03)R cc= units where it also predicted copany
co t readiness.

What Do Results of the First Iteration Qkestionnaire Data Mean?

"Soldier Will* Is Measureable

Reliable and valid masures of cohesion have been developed. Cohesion
can be represented by seven scales: Ccapany Cmnbat Confidence, Senior Ccmmand
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Confidence, Small-Unit Czmmand Confidence, Conce-ned Leadership, Sense of
Pride, Unit Social Climate, and Unit Teamwork. Although intercorrelated.
these scales are viewed as tapping different conceptual aspects of the
broader, more unified psychological construct called unit cohesion. in part,
results supported this. On variables presumed to be outcmres of cohesion,
"soldier will" scales accounted for different proportions of variance in these
variables. In the second technical report, the combined contribution of
"soldier will' scales in predicting unit status (COU= vs. noMOWZT) *was
denmsrrat. S=m "asoldier will' scales were found to be more important
(i.e., CoC•roen. bat Confidence, Sense of Pride, and Unit Temia-k) in
predicting unit status than were others (i.e., Senior Cmuand Confidence and
Concerned leadsp).

O5cldJer Wilr l' easures Cohesion

Whereas differences in 'soldier. will' were noted between a M and
non== units, differences were less apparent when analyses were limited to
headquwters companies. his makes intuitive sense given the nature and
extent of limited itrconbetwieen mmbers of heduresunits caimpared
to line companies. tr•ing recent intervriews of czipany commanders, one
cmany camnder who had previously headed -a line comany ephsized the
difficulty in sily assembling all his soldiers in his headquarters cmany
to do physical taining or the like. Soldier in the sae unit also epressed
that relat between, soldiers were limitcd t.o sections within the
edua =Ve cmany. These differences in interperso•l relations between

line and eaquarters comanies ware reflected on the "scldier will' scales,
especially in multiple tegressions. Noteworthy also is that soldiers f~u
a m units had higher "soldier will" than soldiers fins other types of c at
arm units (see =ltiple regression analyses). This is not surprising given
the nature of relationships in armor units: Tank crws are coprised of four
man who eat, sleep, and fight in very close prorimity, and as a result,
typically display a high degree of bondedness. 7he fact hat "soldier will'
scales detct these differences in interpersonal relationships attests that
these scales are useful measures of small-unit cohesion.

Expliaininr Differences in 'Soldier Will"
between ,CO•R: And nonCDH= Units

Differencas in the developed masures of cohesion are noted between
OCHDIC and non== units. Yet, what do these differences m-present? It is
doubtful that difierences in "soldier will" reflected differences. in
individual characteristicsi multi"le regresion equations in which these
characteristics were held constant showed C soldiers -had higher man
"Wsoldier will' scale scores.

At pr nt, only hypotheses can be given about the causes of sime of the
differenmes between COHO and nonOORT units. Dta gathered frm interviews
and observations (see WRAIR's New ManninQ System Field Evaluation, Technical
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Regprt No. 1, November, 1985) have shown that long term differences on sce,
"soldier will" dimensions result from the close bonding created by the intense
and comon rxpe:iences of CUT training that continues throughout the unit's
life cycle. COMIC soldiers in the saavle reported having been in their units
fewer number of cwths than did nonCOWQ T soldiers (see Table 13, mnthsn
unit*). Perhaps, the graater "soldier will" among COHORT soldiers is, in
part-, explaired by theLr recent experiences in Basic Training. Nevertheless,
we note that commIny-trakied 0s=T soldiers did not differ much frem soldiers
in COHW units that only ad their personnel stabilized (see mean "soldier
will" scale scres in Table 13).

if we limit the caqmwisons between ocmmnly-trained =1r and personnel
stabilized COMEW units, a different pattern of results emrged. 2b make more
accurate ad.sona, Tabl 14 limited both oummnly-trained OS• CMIC and
personnel stabilized WHOI units to mechanized infantry and &=or units.
(Light Inantry, Field Artillery, and Airborne units included in Table 13 were
excluded ftm bo•h C categories in Table 14.) Mean differences in
"soldier will" between oamimnly-trained OSUt COMIC and personnel stabilized
csOMr became larger (see Table 14). Here, ommonly-trai•ed 0SL soldiers
did, in fact, have higher "soldier will" than did both personnel stabilized
COMIC and nonC W soldiers.

The mo experiences of CS= training may, therefore, bolster "soldier
-ill" above that found in both personnel stabilized COMI and nonIB
units. Personnel stabilized COHOR units also had higher "soldier will,"
though at the am tim, soldiers reported less =~nths in the unit and
omparable turnover rates, than did nonCOWRS soldiers. At present, the
labels of personnel stabilized C and r •oftOIOR units or other phefucena
assocLated with these labels are apparently the only explanations for observed
differences in" soldier will." With this in mind, several hypothesas are
presented below:

(1) Behavio-al and attitudinal expectancies influenced by the fact unit
personnel are stabilized. Soldiers in these units might anticipate that unit
members will be togetier for a long period of time, and perhaps, soldiers
Licrease their csimmI~ent to, and involvement with, their fellow soldiers and
leaders.

(2) Having been named a C unit, unit mmbers receive greater
attention and encouragm to display the Intended efiects of tiw New Manning
System, namely cohesiveress.

(3) (XIO1W units, having received "newer" personnel, show more possiLtiv
attitudes and htgher monte characteristic of units ccmpritsed of recent
arrivals from training bases.

(4) COHORT soldiers present themselves as more cohesive because this is
what is expected of soldiers in COHORT units.

iC



(S) Personnel stabilized COMOR$ units were comprised of just two
battalions. Based on field observatioa and unstructured interviews, these
battalions appeared to have higher than average Ncomand climate.- This more
poaitive =mamnd climate found in the personnel stabilized C.H= units may
explain why these units scored higher da nonOaMiEV soldiers in the sample.

Thvse and potentially other hypotheses are tentatively offered to explain
differencg. in 'soldler will' between CCH= and nonO•M soldiers. Thr-ouh
collectin of addittonal survey, interviev, and observational data can -thoe
f=cto=s =ost resp ible fr these differences be identified.

Other 2fact=r of Thteetm

Although attpts have been made to refine the operational definitions of
OM:I? to better untangle specific aspects of COS that give increased
cohesion, groups within the . category, and too, within the m=MM=
"category showed few differences A•. "soler wil.1.0 Mw m
diffeences�in soldier will" were observed between the more general
categories of COW= a ond , However, it is expected that the
different operational definition of (DH= (e.g., personnel stablization vs.
c n BASPC and A= training) will have differential effects on unit morale
and Loesin. Sence, these defintions; will be maintained, and furwther
refined in an effort to -9e clea=ly understand the nature of the rlao hip
batween unit structure, training, deplyment, and ohesio.

There has been an effort here to opeationalize popular notions of what
makes an effective and cmbat-ready organization, naely a unAit thut displays
both horizontaLL and vertical cohesion. 1Verticl cohesion was'ams isportant
in predicting soldier perception of the obat readiness of the ccpar and
feollo soldiers. Horizontal cohesion was significant in predicting the
soldier's perception of his ccmrades' comiat readine-s. Horizontal CrAetsion
was a mignificant predictor of uipany combat teadinesx in units in which we
would have expected the CHOM "treatment" to be maximal, namely in COW=
units cu=_rised of soldiers having W omon OSOr training.

Unit Cohezion: Issuiw for Current and Future Resear•h

Methodolcoical Isue

Two isses related to measumanant are: What is the appropriate level of
measurmnt? And, what is thb appropriate level of analysis? CuO vn-ly,
WRAIR takes measurements on individual soldier attitudes regardi.1g
"relationships aong soldiers and among soldiers and their leaders. The
individual-level meawurment. are then aggregated by COOWE and rnor !, and

ared. Another strategy used was to aggregate soldiers by coan arid
derive a "soldier will' score for each coan . While a-asuruIment• ftm
individuals have been relied upn to assess interperscmal pro4sses, it is
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highly unlikely WRAIR will change this nethod of data collection, largely
because of the personnel required to assess the nature of relationships
betieer soldiers, such as social networking or the like. Furthermore, several
important issues remain: Do aggregated measurements oif indivi•dul oldiecs
actually reflec interpeLsonal processes? A related issue Involves the level
of analysis. Ftc example, when aggregating nmeaiurevents taken on soldiers,
what is the appropriate level to aggregatre? Squad? Platcon? Company?
Battilion? 7e. fundawantal question here is: At %;hat organizational level is
the variance in -soldLsr wiLl1 best accounted for? An earlier attempt to
answr this question indicated no relationship between the unit level and the
auamt of explained variawe in cohesicn (Sterling Wi3liams, 1982). WAM
(am~lorLn a variace-=cpanens model of analysis) is currently attexpting to
address this question.

Another oncern is the appropriate statistics to use in ccapax-ons.
Should we examine mean "soldier will" scores, variances, or both? Hean cores
are highly susceptible to extrem 3res, espenially in c=anies in which few
of its u'mbrtes hake been surveyed. eixause variances reflect the degree of
agraument lscrg soldiers in assigning number tV3 the attitude statewents,
per'aps both means and variance.- for u.nit should be closely examined. for
exarle, two cz:paniss might vezy well have eie same mean *soldier will. To
ocncbjdo that both units have ximtlar levels of cohesion witon•t refernce to
their usold1er w.lt v=" A=% would he irapproriate. One cariy, havin a
lower varia"c ti=m the olnher, sham that so4idiam ame in greater- agreement
abw4t the unit's social cvlAmato t~han soldiers from another =upany with the
Sau Mean score, yet having a greater variance.

Aw~dwr methcdological concern in, the field evaluation is the need to
directly assess chwrging patterns of interpersonal rtalat~ionships amo~ng
soidiers and between soldiers and thtir leaders in COMM and r •n=B= units
(sea 1AMls tw KMannmnj System Field evaluation, Technical Report No. 1,
Chapter K MwTh measurement of 'Soldier Will"). Differences were noted
bet-vween a( and r•3:CHM soldiers = rhe develcpd measures of cohesion.
The inclination is to attribute these differences to differential patterns and
quality of Lntarpersoal relations amig soldiers. &&wever, as poiniM out in
the first tochnical report, it is rmcessary to directly asses whether these
expcted changes in interpetncnal relations actually occur. Ouestiots that
remain uanswer•ed for future research are: Ito are soldiers' best buddas?
Mhat kind of suport and help do these budaes give? HiW satisfying are ths
buddy xelati5onahips? Is thore mutual carinq and helping amwnq soldiers? Do
biddy relatLorships cmntribite to individual training performane? To ulit
training perfortmance? To enhanced psychological wel..eing? Cc buddics
bufer the ll effects of stress and strain associated with military life?
,in5t•y, do Cvi and nc• C W soldiers give' different arirwars t-o these
qLe~ti-mis7 ?rovridIng answers to these questions Is an ivcadiate concern .;i
future reseac at NRAZL.



Important mediators of "soldier will' that were recognized by WPAIR
social scientists in the field, and by umwbers of the WRAIR Pesearch Orersight
.anml are: leadership, comuand cliUate, and the degree of horizontal and
vortical cohesion. The latter concepts have been initially explored and
reported in this technical report. Future research efforts should be directed
towzd the identification of leadership styles and commana cliztas that
positively mediate the COHMM experience to achieve enhanceod soldier will.
Consideration should be given to studyLng critical links in the chain-of-
command, partiwlarly at those points where leaders are most vulnemble. It
can be argued that personnel =at likely to experien= combt stress'are those
having to buffer their men fr=i undue stress and strain couing f=m higher
ed'Aecrise yet at the seme time, this leader's career progrssian is largely
dependent on complying with requests of more senior 'leaders.

Substantive Issues

Although differences between COMM and non=9= soldiers were found
both at the individual soldier-level and company-level, a fxn ta l question
remains unanswered: %at do these differences mean in t=o substance?
Stated differently, what do these "soldier will" differences me= in tes of
behavioral catcomes, such as training performance or combat performance? TO
say that the developed cohesion scales represent a meaw of cmbat readiness
withoujt a ý-r e direct reference to cobat conditions is speculative. The need
for behavioral outo measures to effectively translate cur -soldier wil"
mares is critical (see WRAI's New MK dM Evta Pield Evaluation,

Technical Rftort No. 2, -' sodier WiL=L' Status Paport').

Another bottierso queston is: 1Hw gmneralizable -are results obtained
her? Even if CDHOI units have greater "soldier will" because of their
orgnizatMinal structure, training, and deployent, can simila results be
expected across time? Wat impact do political and historical events have on
soldier will? For example, what role might the perceived legitimacy of war
play in predc.ting a unit's readiness based on the "soldier will" measures?
Most analysts of the Viet Nam War agree that soldiers' perceived legitimacy of
the conflict was an imortant ingredient in the eventual outcome of this
conflict. Gal (1984) addressed this when speculating differences in cohesion
between soldiers involved in the 1973 Yom Kippur War and soldiers who invaded
Lebanon in 1982. The fact that perceived legitimacy of the conflict was one
of eight factors to emerge from a cohesion scale given to soldiers, and that
this factor was moderately correlated with soldier' confidence in leaders'
decisions demonstrates the importance of this concept in affecting unit
cohesiveness.

The last, and perhaps, most important issue of substance, is the need to
couch the "soldier will" measures within a larger conceptual framework-,.
Without such a framework, the cohesion measures can be viewed as eitgier
antecedents, processes,. or consequences of cohesion. For example, teamwork
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can be viewed as a necessary requisite fco cohesion, but then how is cohesion
""prationally defined? What, then, are the ef fects of cohesion? A different
set of questions emerge when teamwork is viewed as cohesion (process/
throughput): Vhat antecedent conditions are necessary to yield greater
teamwork? What are the effects of teamwork (outcomes)? Finally, teaumwork can
be seen as are cutcww measure in of itself. o hat, then, gives greater
teauoork, both as thrmughput (process) and pre-existing conditions
(antecedents)? What is evident from these mental gyrations is the need for a
concepta•Al :mdel that incorporates the antecedents, processes, and outc s of
cohesion. Without such a model, developed measures can be construed as
antecendents/inpuis, process/throughput, .or consequences/output, leaving both
the scientists, military leaders, and soldiers in a state of conceptual
befuddlement. In a cooperative effort, ARI and WRAIR (E. Spence, Personal
Cammunication; April, 1986) formulated a tentative conceptual model of
coheslcn, incorporating antecedent conditions, processes, and outoomes of
ohiesion in a causal framework. Figure 1 represents a simplistic version of
this model.

haft under3sres the importance of the development of such a rmodel are
the adverse consequences of using cohesion measures as a means to evaluate
effective unit functioning. A model that fails to describe the presumed
chain-of-events invites evaluation apprehension, pastiola#ly for those held
acoountable for a unit's operation, namely unit commanders. A critical
conent in evaluating a unit's mo-rale and cohesion is trsatment"
p:escription. .Te unit is diagnosed as ailing on morale and cohesion. What
then is the Otreatment?" What can make a more effective functional and
¢ccobt-ready unit?
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Table 2

Response Rates for F.rs.-Termers, NCOs, and OffIcers ,w1thjIn COHORT and

NonCOHORT Units

Response Rates
-ank

Category COHlORT nonCOHlOIT

'*,irst-Termers 76.7Z 77.9z
(ElI-9) (1568/2043) (1188/1525)

NCO$ 67.7% 66.8%
(E.-E9) (550/812) . (607/909)

- Officers 59.1Z 50.3%
: ( 97/164) (77;153)

"Note. This table represents the 42 companiea Lncluded, i- the. analysis th-t
reported response rates. These rates are based on total ,umbc.- of soldiers
assigned to a uuIt wvith tvo exceptions: one batta1lcn Used the averags number
assigned and another used the number of sold-ers available taw duty.
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Table -A

Rierarchical (Soldeier-Leader) Cohesion Scale iteu

Corrected Itear-
%lean No. Z'tem. h So Total Corre••xioa

18. Outside uoual cwpau7
duties, soldierxs. 1 my
company would do nost
anything for their
officers.a 2.61 1.10 451

P9. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
companr woul4 do moest

: anything for their NCOs. 2.78 1.12 .51

M19. I often have good ideas
but my leaders never cocr-
sider them. 2.97 1.02 .26

* UZ3. Whlen I first arrived.
leaders helped we a lot
to get settled. 3.21 f.24 .44

. P11. The officers in thirb con-
pany don't spe"d enough
time with troops. 2.72 1.09 .28

P14. The NCOs in this corn-
* pan; don'It spend enough

t - time with troops. 3.24 1004 .29

PL7. T would go for help with
a personal probiwu to people
In the company ch.nJ-o..
commaud. 2.64 1.25 .50

P26. Mty superiors make a rea -
atrempt to treat me as
a person. 7.81 1.22 .63

S6. Hy squad. lea.ce" is often
Lncluded in after-duty
accti•ites of other squad
members. 2.66 1.06 .34



Table 4. (contSFWed)

Hierarchical (Sold ie-Leader) Cohesion Scale Items

Corcucted Iterm-
rtem No. H. sD Toral CocelatLon

S11. my platoon Sergeant talk~s
to we personally outside
normal duties. 2.80 1.23

SI2. My glatoon leader talks
to me personally outside
normal duties. 2.66 1.19 .55

S13. My company commander talks
to me Parsonaily 4ucttidq
normal dutCkez. 2.23 1.0 .51

S14. Ky oeffLcers are Litecested
Lu my personal velfare. 2.73 1.13 .66

MS. •7 HMy•)( aete iateresced
An ny personal 4ftlfare. 3.03 1.14 .69

S16. My ofticets are Lce,,sced in
wehat I think and how Vteel
about things. 2.65 1.10 .69

S17. My NCOs are interested in •ahac
I think and boy I feel abcuc
things. 2.87 1.14 .69

UL8. How are retacloiusLps betceen
offLcers'and the enlLsted in
"•ur unicb 3.30 1.0. .53

Noce. a•apondenc pool was Ehs and belouw, - 5358. Cronba~h alpha A .8g,

*ýWK"O_'pouse categories to aLl items except UI8 ranged frov 'strongly dLsagcee"

it) through -cannot say- (3) to -strongly agree (5).

Response categories to zhis icem ranged tcom -very bad- (t) through -SOs "-

tz "very good- (5).*

,-j• -- -! -mill-" 
-- ' II



7.1tble 5

Peer (Soldier-So3ld4r) CohesLOU Sccale Items

Corrected Itet-
Item go. Itt '_ SD ToTtal Correlation

?9. 1 spend my after-duty
hours vith people in this

, .copacy.a 3.25 i22 .'56

SPFO. My closest friendsbhps
are uith the people 1
w. york vith. 3.12 1.27 .52

S3. I spent a lot of tin Lthh
members of my squad after
duty houtso 2.97 L.25 .63

S4.. I spent a lot of time vith
members of my iy afcer
ducy bours. 3.09 1.24 .67

S7. I can 0o to most 'people iu
my platoon for heip wheo
I have a personal problem,
Uk. beiug in debt. 2.98 1.13 .56

59. Most people in my squad
Vou4d lend m" money in an
emergency. 3.45 1.05 .60

S O. Hos: people Lu my pLatoo:
• i would lewid so moeye in an

emergency. 3.31 1.04 .55

.F5 There is a loe• of teauvokand corporacion among
"soldiers in this company. 3.05 1.11 .36

Noce. Respondent pool. vas 94a and below. N 5532. Cronbach's alpha .83.
Response cacegoriLe ranged from "scrongly dtsagree" (1) t~hrough c-cnnot say'

(3), t* scrongly agree- (5).



Table 6

4 Factor LoadLngs fo Hierarchical (Soldier-Leader) Cohesion Scale Items

Factor I' Factor 2 factor 3 factor 4

*Icen N~o. ItmCaring off LceLv NCO off Lear/CO
Lavolvemc tuvolvomt luvolvest

p ercent Variatics.-Accounted For: 35.3% 7.5% .9 6.7%

re1. Outside normal company
duties, soAlders in my
company would do mast
anything for their
officers. .74

F9. Outside notual cosipany
duties. soldiers in my
company would do most

*anything foe their IRCOs. .76

F19. t of ten have good ideas
but my Leaders never con-.5

- *; aiLder them. 5

* 723. WJhen I first arrived,
leaders helped me a lot
to get settled. .1.8

Fi1. T'h'e officers in chiz coa-
pany don't spend enough

*time with troops. .1.6 .63

*P14. The HICOx in this coao-
pany don'-t spend enough .72
time with troops.

P07. t would go for help with
a personal problem to people
in the company chain--of-
command. .49

P26. tty superiors sake a real
Attempt to ccent me as

a Person*.5

S6. My squad Leader is often
included in after-duty
activities of other squad
members.



Table 6 (couiztnued)

"Factor Loadimns for Hierarchical (SoldL.r-Leader) Cohesion Scale .tees

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
ItZe No. Itom Cactug Officer KCO Of fice=/*CO

Iuvolvemt Tuvolvent Iuvolvent

, Percent Variance A•.ounted For: 35.3% 7.5Z 6.9% 6.7z

S11. Mly platoon sergeut tu'als
to me personally outsLde
normal ducLes. 71

* S12. My platoon leader talks
to me persCoVLly outside
normual duties. .52 .61

S13. fly company coinmadec talks
to me personally outside

- . normal duties. .69

S"S14. My officers are interested
" Ln my persona!. welfare. .72

S 1. My !4COS are interested
in my personaL welfare. .45 .57

S16. fy officers are interested La.
wrhat I think and how I f eel
about thLags. .67

S17. Ky. tCOx are Lnceesrted La whac
I think and how I feel about

" things. .47 .57

U1S. How ace celactonships betveen
"officers and the enlisted in

" your unit? .48 .55

*. HKate. Lespondeni pdol vas 94s and below, N 5 5358.



Table 7

Factor Loading# for Peer (Soidter-Soldier) Cohesion Scale Items

Factor I Factor 2
Item go4. Item Invol vest Ins trumental

Support

Percent Variance Accounced For: 46.5Z t5.4%

P9. I spend my after-ducy bours
with people LuathLs company. .82

P10. My closest friendships are
with the people I work wich. .74

S3. I spent a lot of time with
members of my squad after
duty hours. .72

"S4. I spent a loc of time vwch
members of my plaCoon ifter
duty hours. .79

'7. 1 can go to moAt people In
"my pLAtoon for help hean I have
a personal problem, like being
in debt. .73

S9. Most people in my squad
would lend me money In an
emergency. .38

SIO. Most people in my placoon
would lend me aqotey in an
emergency. .84

F5. There is a Loc of toamwock
and cor'poratLon among
"soldiers in this compsny. .44

itoce. oRespondent pool was Ess and belov, t4 - 5532.

4P4
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Table 9

Hierarchical and Peer Cohes.on Scales: T-Tests of Mean Scores between
COHORT and WonCOHORT Soldiers In Line Companies

c.HORTa NobCOH0&T
M SD N S SD M I

Rierarchical 49.56 11.17 2437 44.37 10.73 1038 12.67c*.
Cohesion

Peer Cohesion 26.13 6.34 .5255 13.40 6.08 1082 12.00**

r between Hierarchical
Cohesion and Peer Cohesion r - .49** r -. 52** -3.00"*

"- 3iO 3, 1890

Note. Ls.SCv.se deletion was employed. Higher scores indicate
more-of the construct, for both hierarchical, and peer cohesion.
aCOHORT units included all COHORT units within Line Coampanies.

S**±< .001, two-tailed.

- -- - , - - - -. r.- ~ - - - - l '--- - .,



Sd10
ItLercachLcal and Peer C•hesLou Scales: T-Tescs of* Mean Scores betveen
COUILOT COIIUS and MonCOROXT Soldier~s in Line Comp~anies

COHOaL" ________

SD A K1 SD N t

* KeracchLC1a 49.89 11L.22 1Z6 44.37 W.73 1038 12.27"*
CohesiLo

Pear Cohesiou. 25.99 6.08 1480 223.40 6.08 IOSZ 1,0.65*0

r betveeu ULsratch.ica2..
Cohesion and Peer Cohes.ou r ý .*49* r -. 49** 0000

a 1069 n 1098

INoce. LisCVLse deletioA vas employed.
"z'=-;R CO21TS unitcs included &Ll COHO&T urti€s deployed ina the Councieracal. U.S.

*_ .001, two-taL].ed.
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A MICROANALYTIC APPROACH T THE "SOLDIER VILL" SURVEY DATA
WITH A FOCUS C4 UNIT SOCIAL CLImTE

(Vaitkus and Hoover)

Introduction

As is the case with most surveys of the New Manning System's scope and
ooVlexity, the volume of reportable data can quickly clog the analytical
senses of even the most sophisticated cons•.er. While macro overviews of the
data, such as we have presented to this point, are important so that one can
draw unbiased jonclusions, to the extent the reader remains more overwhelmed
than infocmd, the potential utility of the data is harmed. In this section,
therefore, we begin what is hoped will be a series of coatlementary
mLcroanalytic exercises, with a mind to answering straightforward questions of
the data in easily interpretable ways.

One caveat that must be confronted at the outset has to do with the
notion of statistical significance. We will be concentrating in the following
pages largely on statistically significant mean differences, which merely
indicate that the means are reliably different frco one another at least 95
times out of 100, regardless of how small those differences may be. Our large
sarle size enables us to claim that many swall differences found are not
likely due to chance, but we cannot equate that kind of statistical
significance with military importance. Although morale studies that go back
to those carried out by the Army's RPsearch Branch during World War II tell us
that measures oontained in oar "soldier will" scales, for exanple, are related
to lower psychiatric casualties in combat, we do not know what level of
"0soldier will" is necessary to achieve specified levels of combat readiness or
performance. Nevertheless, if we can show that differimces in "soldier will"
follow predictable patterns, that these patterms repeat themselves in the
data, and that such patterns are understandable in term of an underlying
theoretical argument, we are then in a position to draw powerful conclusions
concerning the nature of "soldier will* and therefore to assign more
confidence in its projected military importance. These assumptions lie at the
very heart of all the analyses conducted herein.

Findings and Discussion

"Soldier Will" Scales in Contrast.

Before leaving the macro level of analysis, given all the time and energy
spent on developing reliable and valid "soldier will" icales, we may ask what "
the scores on these scales man in terms of the current state of soldier will-
in the Army. Thus far, we have attended mainly to explaining the variances of
the scales individually, without directly learning whether the message of cOe
scale regarding the overall level of "soldier will" is similar to another. To
accomplish this, since the scales have different minimiums, maximums, ranges,



and midpoints (having been constructed with different numbers of itens), we
convert the seven scales to a cornon metric (0-100) and plot their means
simultaneously, as in Graph 1.

The numbers on this graph become less mystecious if we stop to think what
the midpoint line, shown cutting horizontally across the bars at 50,
represents. Because all the scales were built on questions containing an
ordered set of five- response choices, a grand mean of SO on any one scale
would mean that the responses to all the questioqnaire items on that scale for
all soldiers answering those questions averaged out to the "3" category, which
was variably labeled "can't: say," "so-so," or *moderate* depending on the
itm. r4.kewise, a grand mean of 25 on the converted scale indicates that the
responses averaged out to the *2" category ("low," "bad, or "disagreen), so
that 75 would be a "4" category aveL-age (-high," "good," or "agree*). Zero
and one hundred are the obvious average designations for the *very...." and
"strongly..." category choices, i.e. all 41"s or 15"s respectively. 'The zero
to one hundred scale itself was selected solely for ease of presentation and
is, of course, arbitrary. What is important to remember is that a mean scale
score above 50 reveals an average positive assessment of soldier will in that
dimension, under 50 an average negative assesslent, with SO itself interpreted
as assessments averagin, to neutral.

The seven grand mins of the "soldier will" subscales are laid out on
Graph 1 in order: C*any Casuand Confidence, (CCC), Senior Crmuand Confidence
(SCC), Small-Unit 64mmand Confidence (UCC), Concerned Leadership (CL), Sons.
of Pride (SP), Unit Social Climate (USC) Mnd Unit Teamwork (UT). Generally
speaking, those results show that "soldier will," variously measured, is
neither very high nor very low' with 4cale means fairly well clustered around
the neutral point. The sole exception is Senior COnmand Confidence, where
average responses are closer to high tlan neutral or moderate. Confidence in
the tactical decisions-of cavuianders from battalton level on up clearly evokes
more positive responses on the whole than assessenos of twany level
phencrena. Nevertheless, confidence in leadership, whother at the Ocwiany
level (CCC) or below MUCC) still averages out on the positive side, whereas
the perceptions that these leaders are interested in what the soldiers
themselves think and feel (CL) comes cut on the negative side. Concerned
leadership, in tact, has the lowest relative mean (43.2) of all seven
subscales, an important finding given the high correlation (.94) of this scale
with our more purposive measure of vertical integration (discusse in the
survey overview), which was found to be related to perceived combat readiness.

The other scale mean that fa!ls below the neutral line is that Of Unit
Social Climate, which taps the percelved cohesiveness of bends within the
*ompany and correlates .83 with the horizontal integration scale (of the
overview chapter). Unit Teamwork, perceptions of how well cci•any members
cooperate with one another, fares only slightly better, though its mean does
register just over the neutral line. Finally, Sense of Pride, the mcst
egocentric of the subscales, looks much like he confidence in command scales
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in terms of its overall mean. We can conclude from this graph that while' the
"soldier will" sub•cales present a scmewhat congruent picture of soldier
perceptions, there are distinct and meaningful differances among them that
deserve further attention.

It cld be argued that it really is not proper to compare the means of
the seven scales since not all the scales apply acuoss all ranks. Notably,
Small-Unit Commaa Ccnfidence, Concerned Leadership,-and Unit-Social Climate
included responses trom the junior enlisted ranks (El-E4) cnly. In Graph 2A,
this situation is correcd by excludirng the senior enlisted and the officer
ranks from the other four scales. This has the general effect of lowering the
grand m2anu for these latter scales by a couple points, though only one point
for Senior Comand Confidence and nearly four points for Sense of Pride. Cur
earlier observations of the scales with respect to one anoe•r remain intact,
with the additional note that Unit Teanwork falls beneath the neutral mean
line. The lesson here is that the inclusion of the higher ranks on C=,, SCC,
SP, and [rr tends to inflate those means, especially for the scale focused on
the soldier himself (SP), but not so much so that the relative ordering of all
the scale means is appreciably disturbed.

We can further refine cur knowledge of these subscale means ijy limiting
our -alculations to the El-E4 ranks in line companies only and ocaparing
CGOMI soldiers with =WIORr soldiers (Graphs 22 and ZC respectively). We
know already that COMICE soldiers score significantly higher than their
nonCO1E onunterparts on all the "soldier will* attmbcales. However, the
greatest rolative differences (more than eight points) are found with Unit
Ttenwork, Unit Social Climate, Sma•U-Unit Cwwand Confidence, and Concerned
Leadership, with the snallest difference on Sentior Ccmmand Confidence (four
points). Furthermore, COMIRC soldiers score on the negative side of the mean
scale on two of seven subscalas by as much as 4.5 points, whereas noaCHORT
soldiers score beneath the neutral line on five of seven subscales by as much..-
as 12.6 points, so that for Concerned LEadirship among nonMHAr soldiers the
mean is actually clcser to the low than the neutral category designation. We
can state that: COMC has noteworthy effects across the range of "soldier
will" mmasumes but, with the exception of Small-Unit Cbmmand Confidence, which
involves leadership confidence within the platoon and squad, the greatest
dUferences tern to be located where all Els through V4s score lowest, that is
on Unit Teamwork, Unit Social Climate, and Concerned Leadership. C0M0RT
alone, however, is obviously not wxnugh to raise scale means above the neut-al
line for our factor analytic approximations of vertical and horizontal
cobesion,

A Rationals for Undergtandinc2 Unit Social Climate.

We could continue to refine the wsoldier will" means still further by
breaking the analysis down by other categories of interest, but the work soofn
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turns unAieldy since every step is multiplied by seven. Wlill admitting that
we are being selective in limiting the remainder of this exercise to examining
Unit Social Climati, the choice of this scale Us far from randcm. Unit Social
Climate possesses high intuitive appeal with respect to the central
classificatica of interest, i.e. a*3ORF versus nonCtxORr. it contains
questions directly addressing trust, closeness, social sip•port, and scope of
interaction within the company, platoop, and squad. These kinds of items are
preclgely those one classically associates with the concept of group cohesion,
which we have also called horizontal tzrding or integration. The COHOA
system, with its joint g:els of stabilizing personnel and keeping seldiers
together throughout training and into their first unit assignrent, shoULd
logically be expected to have the greatest imact on just the kind of. pri..Ay
group perceptions elicited by the USC scale. In addition, the scale is
analytically desirable due to its fairly norml distribution (,Ltch helps meet
the assumptions of statistical inference). All told, it would seem incumbent
upon us to understand the New Manning System with respect to Unit Social
Climate before unsidering any of the other *soldier will" subscales.

We do not have tha space here to develop a full-fledged theoretical
fraework in which tr, interpret the USC findings ahead. Therofcre, our
discussion must bo viewed as a preliminarr one that incorporates at least the
following core ideas. It is useful to think of the soldier as an individual
at the center of a set of simultaneous and contradictory sicial forces, &,ane
of which emerally enhance the soldier's ability to identify with his unit,
and others that diminish that ability. Borrowing fr•m physics, Ve may label
the forces that "pull" th" soldier away frcu a group orientation or axis as
centrifugal (center-fleeing), And those that "push him tawamd such axis as
centripetal (center-seeking). Centripetal social fo'ces lead to group
cohesion, intimcy, sacrifice ot self, and a sense of belonging. Contrifugal
social forces lead to individuality, self-rellance, social alienation, and a
sense ot being disconnected or isolated. Knowirg the balance of these r-ic
kinds of forces at any one point in time should .help us understand differences
in responses to question sets purpoctirg to measure horizontal cohesion, such
as USC.

tt is a social psychological fact of life that joining e, bureaucratic
institution of the Army's size, with its panoply of division,. depaz=Mnts,
agencies, and offices and their arsenals of impersonal forms and procedures is
an inherently alienating experience. Most membet of the ArmY w*l.U remain
stranglers to the new soldier, yet he will find that ne is subject to many of
their decisions and is treated by them most often in terms of his SSAN, rank,
and objectively recorded performance. rather than his persomal 4ualities.
With respecc to group cohesion, then, the A&my is organizatiomally its own
worst enemy or centrifugal force. Even the Army's advertising slogan, "Be all
that you can be," where you is viewed only in the singuiar, theoretically
works counter to a group aris.

If the soldier had to deal socially with the Arm/ as a monolith, group
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cohesion Awold be next to zero. Like other large organizmtioms, howov., the
Army can mitlcate. if not reverse, the alktlating eLftCts of the organiration
as a whole by establishing supportive small g~rp icructures. 'Thee v',e).ler
"uniL structures, then, act as the focus of gtup life and .buffer '.,3
individual frcm the deperso• lization of the total structure, while at tika
sam tim meaningfully integrating him into the who).e. Moe qwestion of hoQ
su•ccessful the AMW is at fostering such group developmnt motivates our study
of unit Social climate.

Pasults of a Rrouo Mean Analysis of Unit Social Climate.

I develoqz ,nt of supportive group structures, and the horizontal
cohesion hypotheized to result ft= them, are not facilitated by rank, at
.past at the E1-E4 level. Graph 3 clearly shows that with each increase in
rade fro lto 4, the pereptic of ohesion within a unit drops. 7he

scale for this and wgbequnnt graphf is that of the USC scale itself, which
rtnw fro 15 to 75, with the nsutral midpoint line running across at 45, and
scores of 30 and 60 representing averages to the "2" and "4" categories
respectively vis-a-vis the instrument. Only the Els on the average,
therefore, rept positive levels of cohesion on USC. The negative slide is
most severe between E3 and E4 with only a statistically insijnific:ant, drop of
a half-point between E2 and E3. Most of the Els in our sample are CVHOIMV
3oldiers, but the sav pattern is seen for mxiC=OTV soldiers, albeit at a
lower start-incj point.

Cne ,Aay to explain the effect of rank is to say that it is a form of
status or verticiL ditferentiation and therefore n centifugal social forue
that inhibits horizottal tntlmacl. A.so, rank obviously is correlated with
time in service and, particularly at the lower ranks, this mans rapid
expoure to che organization as a whole, a c4witrifugal and alienating process
that my negatively alter early expectations of a tightl.-knit unit developed
in training. In f4ct, even within the Ul group z decline is noted in USC by
time in the unit on a month-to-month basis. Although rank theovetically
offers a group of built-in rocial partners, it chiefly serves a bureaucratic
and individual career function, as opposed to incre.sing bending within the
Uk-lit.

Another variable of theoretical intcrest for its impa&t on USC, also
3hown on Graph 3, is OCCW assigrrant. There is a small but significant
difference here, with C0W (CON) soldiers reporting less negative responses
on t= than OXIS (CCTU) soldiers. An OCOtU assignment involves the turmoil
of reas'tablishing oneself in a foreign country far away frcm at least some
social ties important to the soldier. More importantly perhaps, it introduces
to the soldier a whole new Army world. In many respects, the soldier is
likely to view the USAREM as a different Army than the one back home, even if
he has spent tLie on more than one CWW post. The centrifugal itpact on 4
cohesion m•asure like USC is therefore predictable.
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With Graph 4 we arrive at unit strwture p- se. While the USC means
fall below the neutral lLne for all battalion and conpany types, the light
infantry (LMGT), airborne (AIR), and armored (ARM) battalions certainly score
less negatively on cohesion than field artillery (APFY) units, with the
"mechanized infantry (l1M) about halfway betw~en the two extrwaes. Two
contripetal kinds of forces relating to group c=besion appear to be operating
here. The first is. the high profile or "elite" labeling associated with the
light Infantry and airborne battalions. To the extent that soldiers see
themselves as special or have internalized their group function as one of
ulique or especially vital Importance W the Ari4' mission, ttoy will havo an
aditional and powerful source of group identity. Though it may be symbolic
Ln .nature, that identity, we wcu4 argue, shiuld result in higher perceived
cdwsian. The ag•gument is less strong for the light infantry battalions since
thoi Lo a confounding ovrlap of the Mi0RT label for these units.

The second centripetal force relates to size of the effective work
group. Wuite simply, the wller the size, the easier it Is to maintain
cohive bonds between g=•p. members. This appears to be the case, for
exauple, with the, armored units, and to a lesser degree with the machanized
infantry. This principle carries over in Graph 4 where ompany types are
com~vaed. There is decreasing cohesion reported from combat support (CS)
to line to NO to om2at uervice support (CSS) oxnies. With the HO and CSS
cmanies, the loss of perceived cohesion may have less to do with the literal
size of the effectivG work group and more with the diffuseness of the
leadership and task structures within these organizations. In any event,
conclusions about CS and CSS cacmanies must be drawn cautiously since data
came fzrn only a few companies with these functions.

In Graph 5, the mean differerve cn USEC between CHOR (CCO) and ronCMRX
(M)lH) soldie:s is displayed. MOMRO soldiers do not fal), above the neutral
line on pextsived hrlzonual cohesion, but they are less negative on the
average by. 4.5 pointwi. The centripetal benefit of COHORT for grwup cohesion
can either be accountjd for by the actual social bonds formed through the
crmn training period that are carried over into the new unit, or by the
application and subsequent internalization of the distinguishing COHORT label
to groups of stabilized soldiers. The remainder of Graph 5 would suggest that
both processes ray be taking place, although w.th differing degrees of higher
perceivWed cohesion as a result. Ccparable data are available only for
m.echanized infantry and arnored battalimos, and here we see that beLj
personnel-stabilized alone (NtNL) gives us at (+)4.4 point MC difference
c=vared with noCHORT unitst, which is what we would expect for CCHORI
soldiers as a whole. If the armor and infatitry soldiers had ccmmon OST=-
tra~nlng (0=&T), however, tJeir USC mean rises an additional 1.5 points, ani
rests more clearly above the nwitral line. We may tentatively arque that as
long an the MOHOST label is available in a largely nonLMORT Army, it can
serve as a mechanism for expectations resulting in higher cohesion, even when
applied under different circurmtances. (This assumes, of course, that the
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COOR label continues to carry the syftbolic meaniing of group,,cobasion and
support within the Army.) Neverthel~ess, COHORT sold iers who have received
their basic and ArT training together with nmt~brs of their first unit will
post Miely exhibit the highest levels of hoizontalI cohaesion.

Graphs J and 7 serve simply to present USC means by rank, deployment
status, battzlion typoo and Q)VMr vs. ivo(HOWRr status, but this time only
for rmwiers of line coqwaniee in oeder to provide for wroe direct comparisons
within coliat units. The differenice be,.waen OIZC4S and a?=MU soldiers is a
little lmee. and that between COHORT and nonLUM sold~iers a little greater
(with the COHOW soldiers averaging cut at neutrality), but the results ame
not practirall~y distinguishable fromu those of the total datoset. The most
notesworthy difference is the 2.4 point riso in perceived cohiesion for the
anxnd. line oowany soldiers that puts thim group over the neutral line,
a result not observed for the other battalion types.

Zt makes sense at this juncture to put our one-way variable results
together into a higher order schme so that thos additive effects of the
individual variables can be 00 sdehred. lb this end, Table 1 rank-orders Unit
Social Climate, vaan by a thre*-way line oxpany classification based an
battalion type, COIM)IT vs. nonCOHORT statuss, and deployment status. W~hereas
in locking at the variables of interest separately,. we could find a maximum
difforence of only ak~wt six points, in putting theme Several variables
together: we discover a thirteen point difference from the g=W.I reporting the
highe3t level of horizontal cohesion (arzior-COFr-CtWS) to the lcwest (field
artillerr-tnor1ýr-$i). N4oteworthy too is tEhat the rop group is well
above the neutral vz;.ue of 45 and the low group L% well below. Based on these
omsutx, we would feel comfortable in saying the centrifugal and centripetal
social forces d~iscussed herein are generally additive, that is they contribute
independently to perceived cohesion.

The patterns in the"e data are fairly consistent. The COHORT~ groups
always report higher levels of USC than their norCOHORT cconterparts in
similar units. Likewise 00=ONS groups display lower USC than their COXU
count*--parts in similar units except for mechanized infantry WonQH1
soldiars, where there is no signif icant difference. The effect of deployment
is especially severe for amwr units. In general., armor, airborne, and light
infantry units turn up witht higher cohesion scores than mechanized infantry or
field artillery units, except for 'the light infantry with respect to the
mechanized infantry. Obviously we cold make a stronger argument for the
orde~red effects of the three variables on USC if we had a more balanced
desIgjn. The absence of any light Infant.-y rsxvMORT or COOK'US units, of
aix.'ocem COMMU units, and of field artillery nonCOWR OCOUS units Precludes
making conclusioris of a delinitive sort, and certainly puts a criraP in the
mualtivariate statistical modelling of these data. On the other .hads the data
fthat are available follow intei~ligible and predictable patterns And,
therefore, Lxnd preliminary credence to the theoreticaj. notions advanced
therewith.



The results of Table I are put into visual perspective in Graphs 8A and
8B. The numbers have been rearranged to show effects within battalion type
and we note for a&rmored units most clearly the predicted pattern of increasing
group cohesion fremu rionaMORT CCOU (NO) to nonrOHORT CONUS (NC) to COHORT
OCXIUS (CO) to CRr (OT US (CC). COWlT OWUS units appear to show the
highest levels of perceived cohesionp although it is the (amiORn label which
has the strongest effect, followed closely by battalion type. Graph 8A
cares mechanized infantry with the other general arm units, i.e. armor and
artillery, while Graph 8B re-presents the mechanized infantry groups with
repect to the other infantry groups, i.e. light and airborne. Again,
although the full predicted pattern is realized only for a d units, the
full and partial results for the other battalion types lean heavily in the
xpected directions.

Relating the Findings Back to the Questionnaire.

Now that we have a good idea of how USC means can be ordered with respect
to sawe of the more Important variabl.es of the New Manning System study, we
may well ask how such results tram.lite back to the actual questions amswered
by the soldiers in the survey. There are two questionnaire itemis that capture
particularly well the literal meaning of the horizontal cohesion aspect of
USC. The first item asks respondents to agree or disagree on the five point
scale to this statement: People in this company feel very close to each
ocher." For those soldiers in armored COHOEr (MUS units, 2% said they
strongly disagree, 12% disagreed, 42% could not sayv 381 agred, and 6%
strongly agreed. for field artillery nonCCHO E4US soldiers, however, 15%
said they stro-ngly disagree, 35% disagreed, 38% could not say, 10% agreed, and
2% strongly agreed. There is an obvious reluctance for soldiers to choose the
extremw categories and a poctlivity for piling up on the neutral category, a
c•onn problem with pencil and paper surveys of this nature, but that does not
discount the meaningful 28% percentage difference beL-deen the two groups on
the "agree* category.

Reviewing another questionnaire item will suffice in applying our most
extreme group differences on USC. Respondents were asked to rate from very
low to very high their wunit's togetherness or how 'tight' members of your
unit are.* One percent of armored (COH CLNUS soldiers said very low, 8%
low, 38% moderate, 37% high, and 16% said very high. On the other hand, of
field artillery nonOHOR CCMUS soldiers, 11% said very low, 26% low, 43%
moderate, 17% high, and 3% very high. Thus, 20% of these artillery
respondents would rate their 4nit's togetherness as high or very high,
compared with 53% of the armored unit respondents.
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Conclus ions and Endnotes.

The Army faces a great handicap, due largely. to its institutional.
structure, with respect to many measures that we have termed "soldier will."
This is particularly true of the Concerned Leadership and 'Unit Social Climate
scales, our two best available factor-analytically generated indicators 8f
vertical and horizontal cohesion rospectively. Theoretically, there are
certain I. structures that either mitigate or exacerbate negative Unit
Social Climate. The" QO2CM system, especially when that an. -common OSUT-'
traLning, is one such mitigator. Membership in amy work units that are small
in size or have clear leadership and limited organizational functions, such as
in armored units and combat suipport units, is another. Specialized or "elite"
status force inclusion, such as in airborne or light infantry units, becomes
an additional way of increasing perceived cohesion. Deployment to USAREUR
reMslts in a small to moderate loss in Unit Social Climate, though it is
particularly noticeable in armored units. The findings demonstrate that these
effects are largely additive.

There are other variables, which operate on the individual level, that
also affect horizontal bonding on USC. We considered rank as one such
variable that is negatively correlated frcm El to E4 with USC. Further
investigation is needed to better understand how perceptions of cohesion erode
after entering a unit and again upon receiving the rank of corporal.

Other variables such as macital status, religious and voluntary group
associations, and other affiliationss also need to be examined' with respect to
theii role as possible competing forces for unit group cohesion.

N.B. Statistically significant results zeported here are based on
multivariate analyses. (P values, coefficients, and Ns available on request.)
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Table LI.

KL.cac~chLcal kad Peec Cohesion Scales: T-Teses of Mean Scores betvasm

CO0K0EX OSUT Trained am4 NanCOHCOtX SoidLecs Ln Unae CauteauLes

K1.eaccbical 50.20 11.15 1098 4.4.37 10.73 1038 12.67**
*Cohesion

Peec Cohesion 25.92 6.12 1139 23.40 6.08 1082 12* k

c becireen Kieracchical
Cohasion and Peec Cohesion ,- c - c4~ 0.00

a 1047 1 g

Noce. LIscwLse deletion was ampLayed.
'ýKOr OSUT tr&aind muita 'act uanis thac have cone thcough Basic and Mdvafted
Training togather.

< .0t, co-c&lcU



Table 12

,u*itple Rtegression Analyslu . .L Which--eccecLoa of Comsbat Readiness'

Va•tables are Regressed on Peer and Hierarchical Cohesion Measures

Criteriou VarLableo

*prediLctoCr ,ampany'a Rteadgiues e Fe.low SoldiarsO' eAdLuesab

NotCOHOR'T Units

Peer Cohesion 012 036**
H. .eracch.LcsI CohesiLon 030* 027*
latleractLou 000 060

.53,1002) - 47.63** F (3,1000) 5 50.05**

Sa cumulative- 116 32 Cumulative- 131

COHORT1 Units

Peer Cchesiou 017 039**
Hierarchical Coties.on 025** 024**

Interaction 000 000
36) 3,56** (3.2345).- 100.50**

&2 Cumulative " L16 [2 cumulative - 114

COKO3 CONtUS Units

Peer Cohesion 035* 049x*

Hierarchical Cohesion 136" 031**

Inceractiod Doe 000
F(3,L063) - 46.17** (3.,1034) % 46.08"*

IL Cumulative - 115 &2 Cumulaci.Lve - 116

Note. Xn reportrIg scandardized beta veights and &Z d*cimals %ere oeit-ted.

Am Lu eeaucal [2t are of less iawrtance than the oxzlaLned variance

due to cohesion measures as a group, they vere not reported.
aThe respondent was asked, -How wmosd you describe your Compacy's' readiness

for combat?- Response categories ranged fcoa L (-very Low-) to 5 (-very higho)-

OThe respondent yes asked, -Vow would you describe you fellow soidLter' readi.ness

to fighc i' and when it is necessary?- Response categories ranged from

I ("very low-) to 5 (-very high-)..
L< .05.

**_< .0I.
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RANK ORDER OF UNIT SOCIAL CLIMATE
MEANS BY (THREE-WAY) LINE COMPANY

ARMOR-COHORT-CONUS 51.2

ARMOR-C0H0RT-0C0NUS 458.

AIR ~-COHORT-C0NUS 46.2

MECH -~COHORT-COMUS 45.2

UGHT-COHORT-CONUS 44.4

MECH -C0H0RT-0CONUS .44.0

ARMOR-.MONCOH-CONUS 43.4

ARTY -COHORT--CONUS 42.2

ARTY -COHORT-OCOMUS 400S

AIR -.NONCOH-COMUS 40.4

MECH .4IONCOH-OCONUS 40.2

MECH -NONCOH-CONUS 40.1

ARMOR-NONCOH-OCONUS 40.0

ARTY .-4ONCOH--CONUS 38.2

- Tabie 1.
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Adaptation Processes and Problems of Ccxbat Arms
Unit Family Members, 7th ID(L), Fort Ord, CA

(Joel M. Teitelbaum, Ph.D.)

Through. the first year in the life cycle of 7th IDIL) C0O0r ccmbat arms
units many enlisted families continue to experience adjustment problems while
living in households on and around Fort Ord. Heavy field training demands and
unpredictable garrison duty hour.; impact advershly on family life and conjugal
cohesion. Newly established households often experience severe financial.
strain and high rates of residential mobility during the first year. In each
new battalion a cluster of family members arrives with the cadre, followed by
a smaller surge of families arriving with their first tetm CfhOMM husbands.
towever, many family mutbers 'trickle in' during the following twelve
months. About half the first term spouses are newlyweds. During the first
year new wives and children of soldiers of all ranks add to resident
households, while marital separations reduce family numbers. Well-organized
unit conaincations to most family members by cmpany and battalion Family
Support Groups and pre-deployment briefings assist in providing essential
information for family well-being. Unit leaders' wives are active in Family
Support Groups. Active volunteers bond quite closely across ranks. Bowever,
enlisted spouse participation in Family Support Group efforts is minimal and
their awareness of unit activities is imprecise. R&or control is an important
systems need. Many first term wives experience periods of intense psycho-
social isolation. Soms lack useful social coping skills. Few have close
social bonds with spouses fram their husbands' unit. Their key sources of
inter-family social support tend to be through informally developed
friendships based on neighborhood, child-care, employment, and other non-
military affiliations.

Spousal participation in Family Support Groups is limited by socio-
psychological factors such as husband and wife avoidance of inter-rank
'fraternization', and status and class differences between households. Unit
spouses generally make individual aojustments without the benefit of sharing
modes of family adaptation to the Light Infantry way of life. Major sources
of information flow between unit and family that help alleviate family stress
are welcoming activities, family briefings, FSG telephone trees and FSG-unit
family newsletters and flyers, as well as word-of-iouth ccamunication.

Problem of adaptation and family support occur throughout the Azmy and
are not limited to family adaptation conditions in the 7th Infantry Division
(Light) at Fort Ord. The findings prmented here are based on interviews and
observations frcm a small sample of unit households. The results are
indicative rather than descriptive of overall family member forms of
adaptation to the 7th rD(L) (OHOEC unit way of life.



Findings

A review oe unit family-rosters and a series of household interviews were
performed with three dozen first term and junior OO spcuss and husbands in
sevvral-CO ORT unit ccpaniess, and with a few of their cadre during a period

tof 10 months in 1985-86. This data collection was not drawn from a randcm
sample of households. It was selected to obtain information across ectalons.
The results show: 1) Wives (and h6isband) express upset and resentment about
frequent and lengthy. absences from one another resulting from Light Infantry
field training and deployment exercises over the past year. They anticipate
continued heavy field duty demands. Spousew are uncertain about the timing of
near term unit departures and length of training periods away from post.
Garrison duty hours remain unpredictable for many soldiers and their wives.
However, during recent periods of routine garrison duty many married enlisted
soldiers (first tetm and NOO) have established a pattern of going home for
breakfast or lunch with their wives on a daily basis. This practice appear
to enhance conjugal cohesion, to alleviate uncertainty and to reduce rumors.

2) Families in households off--post are quite vulnerable to financial stress.
Reavy indebtedness associated with household budgeting problems is a serious
destabilizing factor for a large proportion of the younger first tern families
in this wamle, especially those housm.holds with young children. Som of
these families depend on A=V food and loan services during recurrent
financial crises. However, few spouses are aware of the range of A=my and
civilian services available to them to better c•pe with mnoey problems.

3) In Vhe first year at Eort Crd, t'he knlisted hcusehixlds sagled (E2-E6)
averaged two residential mves within the local area. By the end of their
first year an increasing umber of these married enlisted soldiers had
obained on-post acctmdation either in sub-standard housing or in the
recently opened mobile home park on Fort Ord. Those residing in post housing.
are generally more satisfied than residents of the new kabile home area. The
least satisfied are residents of off-post housing in crime-ridden
neighborhoods, or those living in areas far away from other soldier families
with problematic transportation.

4) A majority of new family members in the sample arrived at the beginning
of the COHORT life cycle. ftwever, many wives of recently married or
geographically separated soldiers have 'trickled in' to set up households
months after their husbands cam to Fort Ord. The first group of families was
welc=d by each unit, but sr 1 newly arrived family members are not routinely
welccmed by the husband's unit or its Family Support Group as they arrive.
Some new spouses are barely aware of the existence of the Family Support Group
and have not yet become known tc their husband's unit FSG.

5) Family Support Group telephone tree ommunications and newsletters are
major information clannels reaching most resident unit family members in this
sample. Newsletters are not routinely mailed to geographically separated
spouses. Family Support Group leaders try to update current addresses and
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telephone numbers of enlisted soldiers' households every few months. But,
scme households in each unit are difficult to locate because of their high
residential mobility. Several households in this sample do not have
telephones at home.

6) Battalion and EG leaders organize well-planned briefings for soldiers and
spouses at pre-deployment meetings. MTere are high levels of attendance by
spouses at battalion-wide briefings concerning upcoming field absences,
especially deployment to overseas locations. Reasons for success in drawing
attendance include: good publicity and advance notice to families by Unit and
EM leaders; spousal cncerns about deploynt timing, unit field activities
and family information needs during absences; provision of compensatory tfzr-
off to married soldiers whose wives attend pre-deployment briefingsi
persuasion by unit and FSM leaders; provision of babysitting services by
single soldiers during the meetings; opportunities for sociability (with
refresbhents) for new soldier families; attention to family member convenience
in arranging pre-deploynent briefing times. Unit and FSG leaders have
developed innovative skills in drawing good attendance at these briefings.

7) Family Support Group volunteers are usually well-ireaning wives of unit
leaders at oany and battalion levml. Active participation by junior
enlisted wives is minimal. First term and junior NCO spouses in this sample
state that their own shyness, or their husbands' fears of 'fraternization',
and a perception of rank-related domination by senior cadre wives arx key
reasons for avoiding Family Support Group meetings at the ocapany level.
Some express concern aLout increased organizational business, over-auipasis on
rani" differences, obligations to provide baked goods, and absence of relaxed
group fun as detractors to FSG mutual social support. A widespread
distinction has arisen between the active core of M caregivers (VE') and
the majority of enlisted family recipients (CTHEY'). Interpersonal friendship
and unit-based cohesion among active volunteers across ranks is often
strong. But, among currently inactive enlisted spouses in this sample there
is little evidence of a psychological sense of identification with Family
Support Group or strong horizontal bonding with other unit wives. This
contrasts with the close horizontal bonding observed atong first term CCWRT
unit soldiers.

8) Many spouses of enlisted soldiers interviewed have grown accustomed to
seeking personal assistance directly from their company or battalion
camamler's wife as a key form of Family Support Group help. This type of
one-to-one assistance is assymetric and non-reciprocal in nature. Somle
enlisted wives become more dependent and do not develop better coping skills
in this context. FSG-sponsored exchange of services and friendship between
enlisted spouses within company units is strikingly infrequent. There is
little evidence of non-formal mentoring of younger first term wives by more
mature NMO wives in their husbands' unit. Scme FSG volunteers expreis
feelings of frustration about their unrequited efforts on behalf of unit
families. Also, sane cadre wives in the samle consider themselves to be
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obligatory volunteers" for un:.t Ms, largely to help their husbands'
calreers.

9) Ccapany Family Support Groups experience short cycles of intense
activity in response to military events facing the unit during which increased
efforts are expended by volunteer leaders. Reduced MSG functioning is
as• iated with .lorer periods of garrison duty. The highest rate of FSG
activity and interest shown by family members occuis shortly before and
briefly after field tiaining away ftrm post. Hkbever, during absences of more
than a week FSG volunteers respond to an increased volume of individual
household problem from enlisted households. Same volunteers experience

S'bu=rout' from these caregiving efforts.

10) Based on information from our sample, many first term wives experience
recurrent periods of intense psycho-social isolation stress during the first
year of C•MO1 unit life cycle. Young husbands and wives are usually quite
dependent cn one another, but few spouses are closely connected to other wives
of men in their husbands' units at. the caqpany level and below. They are
especialy vulnerable to ruiors about jnit mission dangers and feers about
their amn and their ctmildrens' personal safety during the husband's
absences. most younger wives in tphe samle remain closely attached to their
families of origin and their hai s etown weys of sfey. Tay phone heirm
frequently# o w or lating large monthly long-distance phone expenses. Non-
payement of phone bills scmetimes causes loss of phone service. &me wives and
children make one or more visits hame for periods of weeks or months. A few
wives go haoe during pregnancy and return to Fort Ord only after the baby is
borns, or remain geographicAlly separated. In the sFot e studied, friendship
n ,tvvls of most enlisted spouses have changed kaleidoscopically over several
months during ten first year of OhaRv unit life cycle at Fort Ord. soat of
thsse ties are loosely-knit. Chiurning and feelings of loneliness are often
associated with high residential mobility, rapid turnover in arrival and
departure ol numerous enlisted households, and (especially) the rtrain of
husband absences while on field assignment.

11) However, many spouses interviewed demonstrated their acquisition of
informal friendship networks with wives of similar rank through common
neighborhood location and shared daily life activities and needs. Spontaneous
support networks among spouses and children develop through edployTent
opportunities, babysitting and transpoctatico arrangements with neighborien
spouses, school, religious or ethnic affiliations and individual
recreational interests. 1 ethnugh each spouse expresad concern a bout her
husband's milin.ry duties, his wit demands and their effects con family well-
being, unit Family Sute,rt Grouu activities do not appear to be major sources
of cohesion or supportive bonding airig test enlisted sapsear. In contrast, a-
shared sense of identification with the husband's unit through its; Fn G is tho
basis for many friendships among spouses of senior cadre in the samPle
Spousal bonds across ranks appear to be restricted by fears of
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'fraternization', by segregated dwelling ar•as, by inccme, age and educational.
differentials, and by life-style distinctions.

12) During the first C,3OJRT year some enlisted wives were unable to adjust to
life stress in the Fort Ord area and have returned to their hoe
communities. Some have traveled hame more than once, vid .:-'turned'to their
husbands. Marital separation is frequeuit. New marriages among COWS"
soldiers are also frequent. There are significant levels of spousal d'stres•
atari maladaptatlon amng spousms in our sawple. most recently-arrived wives go
tkhrogh a trial-and-error adjustment process similar to that experieri' YI
earlier arrivals. The majority do not appear to benefit signiff-l7- , -r
mutual coping support by more settled wives in their husbands' unit.
Nevertheless, many new wives receive a variety of information andY assistance
delivemtd by unit Family Support Group volunteers.

emolications

i) With the assistance of unit leaders, Family Support Group volunteers
shculd create opportunites for horizontal bonding among spouses (and children)
of COHORT soldiers. Intra-rank gatherings focused on ccmmcn interests of
newly arriving family members shoulk be fottered. Symbolic rewards and
acti-eties to generate s sense of family-unit psychological omunity should
be developed at the cmpany FSG level as well as the battalion level. The
sharing of experiences involved in the life transition of becouing an 'Army
wife' would be a valuable theT,, i.e. how to cope with moving to Fort-Ord,
finding housing, dealing with miedical facilities and human services agencies
at Fort Ord and in the Monterey area economy, finding wipport during
pregnancy, childbirth, early childhood care and adjustunznts to intenuit tnt
husband absences. These and other household survival topics can provide
discussion and mentoring opportunties for first term andi junior NCO wives as
well as cadra.

2) At the carpany level, FSGs should encourage te emergence of 'natural'
leaders frcm junior enlisted as well as senior cadre rar-s, as individual
spouses demonstrate interest in building rapport among enlisted families.
Elected representatives at each unit level should include wives of enlisted
soldiers. Guidelines should not exclude them. Direct linkage of FSG
leadership positions to the unit chain of ormtand should be avoided. The
taboo on 'fraternization' among wives across ranks should be explained as a
relic of the past. Leadership in primary M groups at the company level and
below should be shared in a situational manner, permitting number of
individuals from all ranks to circulate in leadership roles over a period of
months. Formation of 'We' and 'They' distinctions between voli,..tteer activists
and other family members should be discouraged. Ad-toc consultation to help
wives learn how to handle these roles should be sought through ACS and other
auspices.
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3) Training of all family members willing to participate in tne Family
SupLport Group functions should be performed via a workshop approach, teaching
informal ways of handling and sharing group processes any skzIUs in
developing mutually supportive network relationships. Lessons learned on the
limitations of FSG initervention on berktlf of families as well as the btnefits
o0 volunteering for volunteers as well as -ecipients should be explained with
many illurtrative examples.

4) Witdin each ýxattaliw a human problems facilitator should be designated
ae the point of contact for Family 9jpport matters. This could be the Ccmmand
Sergem t haJor or Rear Detac.ýhent Cmumnier. Dutias would include the role of
unit gatekeeper for family needs and referrals and liaLson with the Family
Support Group. The battalicn Chaplain should be eziouaqged to serve as a
consultant to the facilitator and to unit Family Support Groups, without a
specific role in the organization.

5) At the brigade lev•el an crds:na.n should be installed as a paid military
or civilian staff meu•er to act as family-unit officer and Family Support
Groua coordinator for eaci battalion znd its coainies. This individual
shoold be selected by designati.n a trained, Army-wise, experienced individual
•Jamaable locally for a period of at least a few years, e.g., a professional
ScziU " r. At t-- division and imstaUAtion level family-camunity
eCerna .. ..- oti,, t to i ato.rded the positive interest, caring -nd

.ter-aL-,.. . cctw-an ooordi,ý ciot, ?ready observable at Fort Ord.
Hfwfver, trultiple, new councils and anacy.t organizationAs at each unit
level above the battalion should be minimi'ed '.c rev~nt over-emphasis on
super structure at the expen.e of primary gmip L v"Jilj , ',n;-t vr', •'eer
interaction. Welccining of newly arrivirg family members and scldiers ý-.uuld
be accculished initially at the in-processing center by volunte.rs sponsored
by Army Ccmiunity Services atid Family Support Group representatives in
coordination with ozmanders and Family Support Groups at the unit level.
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Summary of WRAIR Research Oversight Paril Discusr•ion
with

LTG Robert M. Elton
28 March 1986

The panel made the following cbservations regarding policy and potential
utility of the research findings to date:

1. The measuremnt of *soldier will" has now been attempted by a number
of organizations using a variety cf instruments. The scales available have
internal validity and can be useful to commanders. The panel suggested
developing a standardized instrument that could be used throughoiut the.Army.

Discussion focused on how to insure it was used for diagnostic assessment
and training improvement, rather than as measure of ccamandars' perfoonance.

2. The panel ewphasixed that persominn stabilization undoutedly created
horizontal bonding, but that vertical bonding across ranks required increased
conceptual attention. The panel also noted that stabilization and cohesion
were rn_ synonus with readiness. None the less, turbulence daýa are
presently not being collected within the personnel reporting system, and such
information is as likely to b% as important as equipment scatus.

Leadership deficiencies in non-turrulent units were noted in the
discussion, as well. The key questions are what can we teacth in Army
schools? What are the relevant leadership behaviors? CSM Stock contended the
central ismse was the meaning of fraternization. COL Plumter argued that
competency was the basic issue. Dr. Marlowe argued the fundamentai difficulty
was thinking about leadership in personality rather than in transactional
terms. he suggested present leadership policies are personality dependent
rather t.han normative within the institution.

3. With respect to families, the panel wondered whether the recent
emphasis on married soldiers had not left single soldiers as second class
citizens. COL Plumer cited the growing need to provide alternative
recreational outlets for single soldiers who can no longer consume alcoholic
beverages until age 21. Without alternatives, single soldiers are either
driven off-post or into drug use as ways to strvcture their off-duty time.

4. The panel also wondered whether the recent emphasis on families might
not have raised expectations which could not be realized because of resource
constraints. Vor example, the data show crannders who are not skilled -in
organizing family support groups, but can they reasonabily be expected tc lead
both voluntary and work organizations? Coanwaners need full-time family
services officers or full oomplements of chaplains, neither of which are
likely, given current end strengths.



Discussion centered on whether civilians might be employed as family
services officers. Dr. Segal noted the Army tends to de-value personnel
positions (especially civilian, but military as well), and that the skills,
needed for organizing voluntary groups were different from those needed to
coimand. COL PIummer disagreed, and argued the problem was one of
incorporating concern for families within the ccrad ethic. Yes, but how?
General Augerson cautioned agair-st confining attention to immediate problems
to the exclusion of the role of families in the event of deployment or
evacuation. SCH Ryan warned of the problem of managing cohesive family'
groups within a military context, and wondered whether such family support
groups might not create more difficulties than they solve.

The panel made the following points regarding methods and research issues.

1. The areasurement of "soldier will" is valuable in itself, given the
historical correlation between such indicators, combat performance, and
psychiatric breakdown. The utility of the survey would be enhanced, however,
were there correlations with readiness. The missing link is good measures of
unit performance, and the best possibility for obtaining such measures is at
the National Training Center. 4Tw panel recommended exploring the NTC data
base in fuiture work.

2. With respect to the ;resumed link between couand climate and family
stre&s, there are no convincing data; good ideas, yes, lots of talk, yes, but
no data. Therefore, the presumed desirability of family support groups as
mediators ,f stress requires documentation.

3. The research involving the 7th ID (L) is flawed by the absence of
apprcpriate ccmparisons, and by the special efforts that have been made to
insure success in the first light division, to include preferential personnel
s&'lectioct and high attention of senior Army Leaders.

4. COL Plunrer expressed concern that the research reports too often seem.
a defensive of the OMEOX concept. He reminded the panel that the object of
CCHORT is to create cohesion, and reccmmended a review of tWe original AR'ST
recommendations in order to divorce cohesion, C(HORI, and unit rotation
issue •.

5. General Ulmer warned that the benefits of CX+DRr were being purchased
at tke expense of the non-WHORF army. General Elton agreed that this was a
kerl have/have-not issue that must be defused. None-the-less, General Ulmer
insisted, "The bottom line ought to be a pronise that we will never transfer
soldiers as individuals; we must sensitize Che Army that individual
replacemnt is a disaster waitir, to nappen."
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General Augerson raised the possibility of research into how to insert
replacsnents into tightly bonded units. COL Plumer agreed, noting that we
are not tLking full advantage of opportunities to examine resilience and
replacement strategies that will inform us on manpower replacement policy.
Ceneral Elton suggested the possibility of controlled experIments at NTC.

The discusion again returned to the danger of confounding cohesion,
stabilization, and replacement policy. It is necessary to be clear whether
th4 evaluatio is of one system or alternative replacement strategies, lest we
conclude the present (XWR" systm nust be abandoned because one replacement
1s-10 e-was flawed.

Several camented that nc*ody in the A=uy disputes that keeping soldiers
together as long as possible is ideal, the debate is on the cost. Must we rob
the nonCOHO•r army to build stabilized unitt•?

COL Plumer ccemented .on the sustainment problem. Sustainment is a small
unit leader issue that mist be addressed in the Amy school system with the
cooperation of DCSOPS. Dr. Marlowe noted there must first be a canitment to
creating leaders. Scholz can create =ovement and sustain expertise, if we
begin teaching leadership.
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